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ABSTRACT 
A long-standing problem in climate modeling is the accurate prediction of precipitation with 
respect to three key characteristics: geographic variation of total amount, frequency and intensity, 
and the diurnal cycle. In particular, coarse-resolution climate models have low predictive skills at 
regional scales, while the higher-resolution regional climate/weather models show improved 
downscaling skill but still exhibit biases and are highly sensitive to cumulus parameterization 
(CUP) especially during the summer. Most current models also tend to predict rainfall too early 
in the daytime and too frequently at the light intensity over both land and oceans. These 
problems have been identified with model deficiencies in CUP. As the core problem of CUP, 
cumulus closure assumptions fundamentally determine the location, frequency and intensity of 
convective rainfall. Numerous closures have been proposed, but there is no consensus with 
respect to their relative performance.  
This study uses the CWRF model which incorporates an Ensemble Cumulus 
Parameterization (ECP) scheme to evaluate the performance of different widely-used closures 
for summer precipitation prediction regarding the above three key features. The ECP includes 
five major groups of closure assumptions with 16 different algorithms: the Arakawa-Schubert 
quasi-equilibrium (AS), the vertical velocity (W), the moisture convergence (MC), the total 
instability adjustment (KF), and the instability tendency (TD). Extensive experiments are 
conducted by implementing these closures separately over the continental U.S. and adjacent 
coastal oceans. Results show that cumulus closures significantly affect U.S. precipitation patterns, 
heavy rainfall occurrence, and the diurnal cycle, with strong regional dependence differing 
between land and coastal oceans. 
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Over the U.S. coastal oceans, two closure algorithms using the average vertical velocity at 
the cloud base (W_2) and moisture convergence (MC_3) complementarily reproduce the 
summer precipitation patterns and amount, and both skillfully capture the frequency of heavy 
rainfall events. However, the instability tendency closures are superior in capturing the diurnal 
phase but with much larger amount deficits. This suggests that cloud base vertical velocity and 
moisture convergence primarily determine seasonal mean and daily precipitation variability, but 
the instability tendency plays a critical role in regulating precipitation sub-daily variation. 
Over the continental U.S., the MC closure most realistically reproduces Central U.S. summer 
rainfall amount, daily precipitation variation and frequency distribution, but produces wet biases 
over the North American Monsoon (NAM) region and Southeast U.S. which can be significantly 
reduced by using the W closure. Further skill enhancement can be made using an optimized 
ensemble of the MC and W closures. The TD and KF closures show advantages in capturing the 
diurnal signals over the Central U.S. and NAM, respectively. This reasonably explains the 
systematic behaviors of several major CUP schemes. 
This research further compares the performance of CWRF using the ECP with other 11 CUP 
schemes in predicting the Central U.S. summer floods. The ECP scheme with the MC and W_2 
closures separately over the land and oceans shows advantages over other schemes in simulating 
the Central U.S. flood amount, daily rainfall frequency and intensity. The Grell scheme shows 
superiority in reproducing Central U.S. nocturnal rainfall maxima, but other schemes generally 
fail. This advantage of the Grell scheme is primarily due to the instability tendency closure 
assumption. Future studies will attempt to incorporate this instability tendency assumption as a 
trigger function in the ECP scheme to improve the Central U.S. rainfall diurnal simulations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Motivations  
Precipitation plays an important role in the hydrological cycle at the global and regional 
scales, primarily by transferring water vapor from the atmosphere to the surface and distributing 
it across the time and space. Over land, it is considered to be the immediate source of fresh water 
which is essential for all living creatures. Any sizable anomaly of precipitation can have 
considerable consequences on human activity by affecting the agriculture growth, hydrological 
process, and water resources. On the other hand, the latent heat released from precipitation 
systems is the major driver of the dynamic coupling between atmosphere, land and ocean (Koster 
and Suarez 1995), and thus affects the large-scale circulations and climate systems. Over certain 
key regions such as the northern Atlantic Ocean, precipitation and its variability can also 
modulate the water salinity and change the heat transport and ocean currents, leading to vastly 
different thermohaline circulation, which can have prolonged impacts on the Northern 
Hemisphere climate (Velligna and Wood 2002). As climate changes, the largest impacts in the 
future will most likely be from precipitation variability (Dai 2006). Therefore, it is vital for 
current models to realistically simulate the observed precipitation over both land and oceans in 
order to make credible future projections.  
However, it is still a great challenge for general circulation models (GCMs) and regional 
climate models (RCMs) to accurately predict three precipitation key characteristics that are 
crucial for practical applications and impacts assessments: geographic variation of total/mean 
amount, precipitation frequency and intensity, and the rainfall diurnal cycle (e.g., Trenberth et al. 
2003; Dai 2006). The difficulty arises from the complexity of representing precipitation physical 
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processes, including cumulus convection, cloud microphysics, planetary boundary layer, 
land/ocean surface processes, and radiative forcing (Trenberth et al. 2003; Dai 2006). Among 
these processes, cumulus convection plays a central role in regulating the precipitation 
geographic distribution and temporal variations, especially in summer (Arakawa 2004). 
Numerous modeling studies have demonstrated that summer rainfall simulation is significantly 
sensitive to the representation of subgrid-scale cumulus convection through the cumulus 
parameterization (CUP), and important model biases have been identified with the CUP 
deficiencies. 
1) Geographic variation of total precipitation: Most previous studies have focused on 
analyzing or improving model simulations in spatial patterns of total precipitation amounts (e.g., 
Delworth et al. 2002; Covey et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2004a, b; Dai 2006; Lin 2007; Liang et al. 
2007, 2012). Despite the fact that GCMs can well capture broad patterns of mean precipitation 
over large areas, they generally have little predictive ability at regional scales because of their 
coarse resolutions and model formulation deficiencies with topography effects, eddy processes 
and other subgrid phenomena (Wehner et al. 2010). One commonly noted problem in the 
coupled GCMs without flux corrections is the tendency to produce the doubled Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) rainbands (Wu and Zhang 2003). The spurious rainband in the south 
of the Equator has been suggested to result from warm bias of sea surface temperature (SST) due 
to insufficient low clouds in the models (Ma et al. 1996; Dai et al. 2003) and unrealistically 
strong coupling of SST to the atmosphere through CUPs (Lin 2007; Takayabu et al. 2010). As 
RCMs better resolve the terrestrial hydrology and land-sea contrasts with finer resolutions, they 
have shown higher predictive skill than most GCMs on seasonal-interannual precipitation 
prediction (Liang et al. 2012). However, there still exist important biases and uncertainties that 
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are not fully understood. Particularly for summer, a majority of studies have documented that 
precipitation patterns simulated by RCMs are very sensitive to the choice of CUPs and have 
large controversies in their regional dependence (e.g., Giorgi and Shields 1999; Gochis et al. 
2002; Xu and Small 2002; Leung et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2004a, b, 2012). Most of these studies, 
however, have treated the CUP as a “black box” without separating the relative contributions of 
various components that explain the substantial model precipitation errors and the large spread 
among different schemes. 
2) Precipitation frequency and intensity: Different combinations of rainfall frequency and 
intensity can greatly affect surface runoff, evaporation and soil moisture content, and 
consequently can change the local water recycling and associated hydrological processes 
(Trenberth et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2005; Dai 2006). Many studies focused on examining the 
observed changes in extreme rainfall events (e.g., Karl and Knight 1998; Kunkel et al. 1994, 
2003; Groisman et al. 2012; Becker et al. 2009) and all showed that the frequency of heavy 
rainfall has increased during the recent decades over various regions in the U.S. It was found that 
the contribution from daily precipitation events exceeding 50.8 mm to annual total rainfall 
amount increased from 9% in 1910s to 11% in 1990s over the U.S., and the largest trends 
occurred in the eastern and southern U.S. (Karl and Knight 1998). As significant warming occurs 
in the future, most GCMs predict the total precipitation amount will increase at about 1-2% K-1 
with warming. However, the changes in rain rates, especially heavy rainfall events, are around 7% 
K-1 according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The implication is that there will be a 
decrease in light and moderate rains (Hennessey et al. 1997), or fewer but more intense 
extremely heavy rainfall events (Trenberth et al. 2003). Therefore, accurately predicting the 
frequency distribution of precipitation especially at the heavy or extreme intensity is as important 
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as, if not more, than predicting the total rainfall amounts (Trenberth et al. 2003). However, most 
GCMs generally precipitate too frequently at reduced intensity (drizzling problem), but 
underestimate the frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation (Dai and Trenberth 2004; Sun et 
al. 2005). The possible reason is that moist convection in the models is initiated too frequently 
(Dai 2006) or the model converts the water vapor into precipitation too fast (Sun et al. 2005). 
3) Precipitation diurnal cycle: The diurnal variations of precipitation (e.g., Janowiak et al. 
1994; Dai et al. 1999; Nesbitt and Zipser 2003; Bechtold et al. 2004) and associated convection 
and cloudiness (e.g., Yang and Slingo 2001; Dai and Trenberth 2004) are of great importance for 
many aspects of climate studies. Different timing of precipitation during the course of a day 
affects the partition of surface and atmospheric fluxes of energy and water, leading to changes in 
the hydrological cycle (Dai and Trenberth 2004). The rainfall diurnal cycle also modulates the 
surface temperature range via its influence on radiative budgets by convective clouds (Bechtold 
et al. 2004), and controls the diurnal variation of air quality, such as ozone concentration, by 
affecting the photochemical production processes, aqueous chemistry, and wet deposition (Lin et 
al. 2008). However, current models tend to produce early rainfall peaks during summer over both 
land and oceans, although diurnal phase biases are often model-dependent (Betts and Jakob 2002; 
Bechtold et al. 2004; Dai and Trenberth 2004; Dai 2006). This common model error is mainly 
caused by the premature initiation of convection, which prevents the convective available 
potential energy (CAPE) from accumulating for a sufficient time before the intense convection 
occurs (Dai and Trenberth 2004). It is also challenging for models to fully capture the regional 
variations of diurnal features (Liang et al. 2004a; Lee et al. 2007b). In particular, the observed 
nocturnal rainfall maximum in the vicinity of complex terrain, such as downstream side of the 
Rocky Mountains, the Sierra Madre Occidental, the Tibetan Plateau, and the Amazon basin, is 
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generally missed in most GCMs and RCMs (Dai et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2007a). Previous studies 
have ascribed this failure to three reasons: the improper representation of surface boundary 
forcing in the GCMs, the unresolved mesoscale convective systems that propagate eastward, and 
the moist convection problems that are too strongly coupled to surface but insensitive to the 
large-scale dynamic forcing such as the low level jet over the Central U.S. (e.g., Lee et al. 2007a, 
b).  
Therefore, the ultimate goal is to improve summer precipitation prediction over both land and 
oceans that distinguishes three key characteristics: geographic variation of total/mean amount, 
precipitation frequency and intensity, and rainfall diurnal cycle. Limited by the computation 
domain of the CWRF, this research specifically examines the summer rainfall over the 
continental U.S. and adjacent coastal oceans along the Atlantic Coast and the Gulf of Mexico, 
focusing on the effects of CUP. Note that the core problem of CUP is the closure assumption that 
links the existence and overall intensity of cumulus activity to large-scale processes (Arakawa 
2004). Therefore, this study focuses on identifying the effects of the widely used cumulus 
closures on summer rainfall prediction with respect to the aforementioned three key 
characteristics. The challenges and major uncertainties in parameterizing the effects of cumulus 
convection are discussed in more detail in the following section. 
1.2. Cumulus parameterization problems 
Cumulus convection plays an essential role in the atmospheric general circulation (Pan and 
Randall 1998) by significantly controlling the vertical transport of moisture, energy and 
momentum (Wager and Graf 2010). The pioneering study of Riehl and Malkus (1958) illustrated 
that in the convectively unstable regions, vertical transports of mass and energy were primarily 
accomplished by individual cumulonimbus clouds instead of synoptic-scale circulations. But 
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these individual convective-scale clouds, with a diameter generally on the order of 1-10 km, 
cannot be explicitly resolved by most models. Thus, it has been widely recognized that the 
effects of cumulus convection have to be represented by the model predicted variables through 
CUP (Arakawa 2004). 
Although various CUP schemes have been developed to predict convective precipitation and 
associated heat and moisture changes of the atmosphere (Emanuel et al. 1999), the CUP problem 
is far from solved and remains among the challenges to modeling groups. From the modeling 
point of view, the basic structure of CUP can be divided into three important components: 
dynamic control, static control, and feedback (Grell et al. 1991). They involve different physical 
assumptions that are not fully evaluated and tunable parameters whose actual value are unknown, 
leading to model deficiency and large uncertainty associated with CUPs. 
First, the dynamic control of CUP is concerned with how the environment modulates the 
convection (Grell et al. 1991). Different principal closure assumptions are proposed to link the 
existence and overall intensity of cumulus activities to large-scale processes (Arakawa 2004), but 
there is no consensus yet on their application in large-scale or mesoscale models.  
For instance, the moisture convective adjustment scheme (Manabe et al. 1965) simply related 
moist convection to available buoyant energy. The moist convection occurs when and where the 
air is conditionally unstable and supersaturated, and the air follows the instantaneous adjustment 
of environmental profiles to an equilibrium status that is neutral and saturated. But this 
assumption has drawbacks including the requirement of grid-scale saturation for subgrid moist 
convection to occur and the confinement of convection within the unstable layer (Arakawa 2004). 
The Quasi-Equilibrium (QE) assumption, proposed by Arakawa and Schubert (1974), followed. 
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It has been widely used in most mass-flux CUP schemes in which the cloud base mass flux is 
assumed to adjust rapidly to maintain an instantaneous equilibrium between the destabilization of 
large-scale processes and the stabilization due to convection. However, Frank and Cohen (1987) 
suggested that the QE assumption is probably not suitable for RCMs with finer resolutions, 
although it works well for dynamically large systems. They argued that convection does not 
respond instantly to externally imposed changes of the large-scale envelope within which 
mesoscale convective systems develop, and for mesoscale models with 20-50 km resolution only 
convective drafts need to be parameterized by using low-level wind convergence and grid-scale 
mass fluxes. The other closure assumptions relate convection to column-integrated quantities, 
including moist convergence (e.g., Kuo 1974; Kuo and Anthes 1984) and vertical advection of 
moisture (e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1983). Under these closures, convection develops to balance 
the enhanced moisture abundance. Fletch and Bretherton (2010) pointed out that the moisture 
convergence closure is derived from observations over tropical oceans during long time scales, 
but may not be applicable for short time predictions because convection is fundamentally a 
buoyance-driven process. Given that most of closure assumptions are originally developed for 
large-scale models, their performance is questionable in higher resolution mesoscale models 
(Molinari and Dudek 1992). Examining their effects on precipitation prediction in CWRF, 
therefore, will help gain more insights into their applicability in the mesoscale models.  
Second, the static control of CUP determines the cloud thermodynamic properties in 
convective updrafts or downdrafts by using simplified cloud models, and includes mechanisms 
of entrainment, detrainment, and microphysics (Grell 1993). Great uncertainties exist in 
representing these complicated processes in clouds and their interactions with environment.  
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For instance, it is not adequately understood what determines the rate of entrainment of 
environmental air into the cumulus updrafts or how entrainment affects the evolution of cumulus 
convective system (Randall et al. 2003). There are still controversies about the relative 
importance of two entrainment processes in previous observations, including the turbulent 
mixing of dry environment air near the top of clouds (e.g., Raymond 1979; Paluch 1979) and the 
lateral entrainment around the cloud edges (e.g., Taylor and Baker 1991). The effects of 
entrainment are incorporated into most CUPs by using simple assumptions that are even more 
difficult to validate against observations at present (Lin and Arakawa 1997). For instance, 
Arakawa and Schubert (1974) introduced the idea of explicit cloud spectrum parameterization 
which assumes that different cloud types are represented by updrafts of varying radii. The 
entrainment rate is crudely prescribed to be inversely proportional to the cloud radii (Simpson 
1971) and assumed to be constant with height. However, most current CUPs are bulk cloud 
ensemble models in which only one single cloud model is used to represent the average over all 
the cloud types within a convective ensemble for simplicity. In these schemes, the entrainment 
and detrainment rates are often set to estimate the maximum cloud-top height (Xie et al. 2002).  
It is known that stratiform clouds are formed by the detrainment of condensed water from 
cumulus clouds, and thus the microphysics properties of detrained air can critically impact the 
prediction of stratiform cloudiness. However, the representation of the microphysical process in 
cumulus clouds is usually crude because of the highly simplified cloud dynamics resulting in one 
of the important sources of uncertainty in the CUP problem (Randall et al. 2003).  
The convective downdrafts driven by the evaporation of precipitation usually remove the 
convective instability by cooling and moistening the environment, which constitutes an 
important means by which convection stabilizes the atmosphere (Molinari and Dudek 1992). 
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However, current CUPs assume the convective downdraft mass flux is dependent upon the 
updraft mass flux with great sensitivity to the precipitation efficiency (Grell and Dévényi 2002). 
The latter is usually a function of wind shear and subcloud humidity. Randall et al. (2003) argued 
that the injection of downdraft air into the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) can enhance the 
turbulence and surface flux by further cooling and drying effects, which are generally missed in 
most downdraft parameterization. Thus, the inadequate representation of the static control 
processes in the cumulus clouds further complicates the CUP problem. 
Third, the feedback component primarily specifies the modification of environment by 
convection. Disparate approaches have been utilized in CUPs to redistribute the total integrated 
convective heating and drying, but few systematic tests have been made to examine their validity 
and limitations (Grell et al. 1991). For instance, the Kuo (1974) scheme assumed that convection 
tends to adjust the atmosphere toward a moist neutral state, and thus the feedback is simply 
dependent upon the differences between clouds and environment in thermodynamic properties. 
Arakawa and Schubert (1974) assumed a purely steady-state character for convective clouds and 
the latent heat released within clouds, and consequently, convection modulates the environment 
primarily through environment subsidence and convective detrainment. Moreover, the feedback 
mechanisms also strongly depend on the static control including the entrainment, detrainment, 
downdrafts, and cloud microphysics. Thus, the uncertainties in the above processes also increase 
the difficulty in accurately describing the vertical heating and drying distributions in the 
environment modulated by convection. 
In addition, trigger functions are specifically required in mesoscale models to determine 
when and where deep convection occurs (Kain and Fritsch 1993). They are a set of additional 
criteria that are often imposed to evaluate the possibility of convection initiation when closure 
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conditions in the large-scale models are not sufficient for predicting the occurrence of convection. 
Most triggers in CUP schemes are related to the accessibility of CAPE, or the probability to 
overcome the negative buoyancy below the level of free convection. However, these trigger 
functions are highly variable and strongly case-dependent (Kain and Fristch 1993). 
Among all of these components, closure assumptions used for dynamical control 
fundamentally determine the location and intensity of convection (Grell and Dévényi 2002). In 
this regard, they are the primarily causes for the strong sensitivity and regional dependences of 
CUPs in predicting the summer rainfall mean pattern and amount. Several studies have 
demonstrated that the closure assumptions have strong impacts on the model rainfall frequency 
distribution in the Tropics (e.g., Zhang and Mu 2005) and diurnal cycle of convection in North 
America (e.g., Zhang 2003; Xie et al. 2004). However, these studies mostly focused on 
improving the closure assumptions in large-scale climate models. Their relative performances in 
mesoscale models are not yet clear. 
Given that the Ensemble Cumulus Parameterization (ECP) scheme in CWRF includes 
multiple widely used cumulus closure assumptions with relative weights and dependences upon 
land and oceans (Liang et al. 2012), it provides an unprecedented opportunity to evaluate the 
isolated effects of each individual closure on summer precipitation prediction over both the U.S. 
land and coastal oceans. The reason to separately consider the land and oceans is because they 
generally differ in the environments for the convective system development including the 
underlying surface characteristics, the atmospheric moisture content, the vertical shear of 
horizontal wind, the depth of subcloud layer, and the strength of horizontal advective tendencies 
of temperature or moisture (Xu and Randall 2000).  
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Several questions can be raised in order to better understand the interactions between 
cumulus convection and large-scale environments over both land and oceans: 1) What are the 
relative performance of each closure in predicting the summer precipitation key characteristics? 
2) Can they explain the model deficiencies or sensitivities identified among major CUP schemes? 
3) Are there any closures that most realistically reproduce all the precipitation variations or 
complementarily capture certain precipitation features over a given region for further 
optimization? 4) What assumptions and underlying physical mechanisms are crucial in 
determining the precipitation spatiotemporal variations over the U.S. land and coastal oceans?  
Motivated by answering these questions, five specific objectives are elaborated along with 
brief background information and original contributions. 
1.3. Research objectives  
1.3.1. Cumulus closure effects on geographic variation of summer mean precipitation 
The first objective is to evaluate CWRF performance using different cumulus closure in the 
ECP scheme in predicting the geographic variations of summer mean rainfall over the 
continental U.S. and coastal oceans, with a focus on their regime dependences. Results will form 
a basis to explain the predictive skill differences of certain CUPs and enhance the understanding 
of physical mechanisms that control the summer mean pattern over distinct regions. 
Over the U.S. coastal oceans, especially along the Atlantic Coast, previous GCMs generally 
underestimate the summer rainfall amount (e.g., Minobe et al. 2008; Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 
2010). Several RCM experiments (e.g., Liang et al. 2004b) showed that the U.S. coastal ocean 
summer rainfall is sensitive to the CUPs. For instance, the Grell (1993) scheme produces dry 
biases, but the Kain-Fritsch (1993) scheme yields excessive amounts. Motivated by Zhang and 
Mu’s (2005) finding that the spurious southern ITCZ precipitation band can be significantly 
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reduced by modifying the Zhang and McFarlane (1995) closure assumption, this study examines 
the effects of closures in order to identify if any closure can most realistically predict the summer 
rainfall patterns and amounts over the U.S. coastal oceans. 
Over the continental U.S., this thesis focuses on three critical regions where summer rainfall 
prediction remains challenging to most RCMs and GCMs, including the Central U.S., the North 
American Monsoon (NAM) region, and the Southeast U.S. (Liang et al. 2012). The summer 
rainfall over the Central U.S. is controlled by large-scale circulations involving extratropical 
cyclones and accompanying upper-level westerly jet, and the mesoscale convective complexes 
and the nocturnal low-level southerly jet (Liang et al. 2012). The difficulty in predicting the 
NAM rainfall is mainly due to the moist convection and its maintenance mechanisms in the 
presence of complex terrain and land-sea contrasts (Higgins et al. 1998). The Southeast U.S. 
summer rainfall is controlled by local convection and affected by the Atlantic subtropical high 
(Henderson and Vega 1996). Numerous studies have shown that the summer rainfall over the 
continental U.S. is significantly sensitive to CUPs and has strong regional dependence. 
Sensitivity experiments by using different cumulus closures in the ECP scheme will be 
conducted to explain the regime dependence of various assumptions over the U.S. land. 
1.3.2. Cumulus closure effects on precipitation frequency and intensity 
The second objective is to examine the effects of closure assumptions on frequency 
distribution of daily precipitation over the continental U.S. and coastal oceans, with a focus on 
heavy rainfall events. Results will help to identify which closure(s) are able to reproduce 
observed daily rainfall statistics and have important implications for forecasting extreme events.  
Most modeling studies have shown that GCMs tend to precipitate too frequently at light 
intensity over the land and oceans (Sun et al. 2005; Dai 2006). For instance, Dai (2006) 
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compared 18 Couple GCMs for precipitation simulations between 50º S-50º N and found that 
most of them underestimate the contribution from heavy precipitation events (>20 mm day-1) and 
overestimate the occurrence of light rainfall events (<10 mm day-1). Several RCM studies (e.g., 
Liang et al. 2006) demonstrate that a full solution to the drizzling problem is difficult and the 
prediction of daily rainfall frequency distribution is sensitive to CUPs and, varies by region. For 
example, the daily rainfall frequency simulated by CMM5 (Liang et al. 2001, 2004b) with the 
Grell (1993) and Kain-Fritsch (1993) schemes are both in agreement with observations for the 
Central U.S., while the Kain-Fritsch scheme produces more frequent intermediate rainfall in the 
NAM and Southeast U.S. However, they both overpredict the dry events and generate too few 
heavy rainfall events in the Gulf States. It is not clear what exact mechanisms in CUPs cause the 
regional differences. 
Efforts have been made to improve the simulations in probability distribution of precipitation 
intensity, especially for the extreme events through refined cumulus closure assumption. For 
instance, the revised closure of Zhang and McFarlane (1995) scheme that couples convection 
with large-scale tropospheric forcing improved the frequency distribution of precipitation 
intensity over the tropical regions in both summer and winter (Zhang and Mu 2005). Wilcox and 
Donner (2007) found that the closure that also assumes the convection balances the large-scale 
instability increase above the boundary layer in the Donner (1993) scheme contributed most to 
the better prediction of heavy rainfall frequency. However, these studies all focused on the 
general predictive skills of GCMs using the modified closure to the Zhang-McFarlane scheme, 
the relative performance of other cumulus closures in simulating daily rainfall statistics at 
regional scales remains unknown.   
1.3.3. Cumulus closure effects on rainfall diurnal cycle  
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The third objective is to examine the effects of cumulus closure assumptions on regional 
variations of precipitation diurnal cycle over the U.S. land and coastal oceans. Although 
increased resolution, refined trigger functions, and improved entrainment process are possible 
approaches to improve the simulation of diurnal cycle over certain regions, it is imperative to 
investigate the extent to which the fundamental closure assumption can regulate the diurnal 
variations.  
Previous studies have widely recognized that most GCMs and RCMs have difficulty in 
faithfully predicting the diurnal cycle of precipitation over land and oceans (e.g., Dai et al. 1999; 
Liang et al. 2004a; Lee et al. 2007b). Several approaches have been proposed to improve the 
simulation of the diurnal cycle in GCMs regarding the resolution, trigger functions and 
entrainment process, but there is still no satisfactory solution yet. First, large errors in phase and 
amplitude of the precipitation diurnal cycle over the continental U.S. remain when resolution of 
GCMs is increased to 0.5º (Lee et al. 2007a). Mesoscale circulation associated with coastal 
convection is difficult to capture even in super-high-resolution GCMs (Sato et al. 2009). Second, 
the improvement from the trigger function is limited. Bechtold et al. (2004) showed that the 
trigger function that adds a temperature perturbation to the parcel based on the large-scale 
vertical velocity at the cloud base in the Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme can shift the rainfall 
maximum from 9.5 AM to 12 AM at local solar time (LST) over the Tropical South America and 
Africa. Further improvements are still required to match the observed peak at 15 PM LST. Third, 
increasing the entrainment rate can enhance updraft plume dilution, thereby affecting convective 
precipitation occurrence and intensity (Bechtold et al. 2004). But doubled entrainment rate for 
penetrative deep convection in the Tiedtke (1989) scheme only slightly delays the time of rainfall 
peak during the day over the Maritime continent (Wang et al. 2007).  
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However, the summer rainfall diurnal pattern, especially over the U.S. southern Great Plains 
can be greatly improved when the cumulus closure is based on large-scale tropospheric forcing, 
instead of boundary layer forcing in the Zhang-McFarlane scheme (Zhang 2003). Liang et al. 
(2004a) also demonstrated that the Grell scheme realistically simulates the nocturnal rainfall over 
the Great Plains because its closure is based on and thus directly responds to the large-scale 
tropospheric forcing, whereas the Kain-Fritsch scheme shows superiority in the late-afternoon 
peaks in the Southeast U.S. because its closure is defined and thus controlled by the near-surface 
forcing that is more favorable there. This indicates that the rainfall diurnal cycle is very sensitive 
to the interaction between convection and environment that may depends on weather or climate 
regime. The role of cumulus closure assumptions in determining the rainfall diurnal cycle over 
different regions is explored here for a better understanding of the coupling processes between 
convection and large-scale forcing. 
1.3.4. Possibility for optimization of the ECP cumulus closure assumptions 
The fourth objective is to establish the basis for future optimization of the ECP scheme by 
examining regime-dependence of various closure assumptions over the continental U.S. and 
adjacent coastal oceans in predicting the summer precipitation characteristics at different time 
scales. 
Previous studies suggested that various convection schemes work better under different 
climate regimes (Giorgi and Schields 1999; Xu and Small 2002; Liang et al. 2004a, b, 2007). For 
instance, the Kain-Fritsch scheme performs well in the NAM and Southeast U.S., but the Grell 
scheme has its own compelling advantages in realistically reproducing the Midwest summer 
mean precipitation as well as the nocturnal rainfall peak over the Great Plains. An ensemble 
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based on these two schemes with equal weights has shown significant improvements in 
reproducing the U.S. interannual anomalies and climate mean distributions (Liang et al. 2007).  
The ECP scheme utilizes a suite of alternative cumulus closure assumptions with tunable 
relative weights depending upon locations. It facilitates comprehensive evaluation of the relative 
performance of these closures on the summer rainfall prediction. By identifying whether certain 
closures can have better performance than others or have complementary effects in predicting 
different precipitation characteristics, we can gain more insights about the regime-dependences 
of closure assumptions, and thus shed the light for future optimization of the ECP scheme. The 
actual optimization of the ECP scheme to improve the overall rainfall prediction is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, but can be achieved if localized relative weights are well understood for the 
selected closures.  
1.3.5. Sensitivity of Central U.S. summer floods prediction to cumulus parameterization 
The fifth objective is to comprehensively evaluate the performance of 12 CUP schemes 
incorporated in CWRF in predicting the summer precipitation key features over the Central U.S. 
The emphasis is placed on investigating why the Grell scheme is superior to other schemes in 
reproducing the nocturnal rainfall peaks by considering its closure and critical trigger. 
It has been widely recognized as a common difficulty for most RCMs to accurately predict 
the Central U.S. summer precipitation (e.g., Takle et al. 1999; Liang et al. 2012). Many studies 
have documented that model deficiencies over the Central U.S. are strongly sensitive to CUPs 
with respect to the rainfall amount (Liang et al. 2004b, 2006, 2007); daily rainfall frequency 
(Liang et al. 2006), and diurnal cycle (Dai et al. 1999; Davis et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2004a; Lee 
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et al. 2007b, 2008). This study will more comprehensively evaluate the performance of 12 CUPs 
in order to identify the strength and weakness of each CUP scheme to fuel further improvements.  
Liang et al. (2004a) showed that the Grell scheme is superior in reproducing the nocturnal 
rainfall maximum over the Central U.S. This thesis examines whether the advantage of the Grell 
scheme exists in CWRF and whether it will be affected when different microphysical schemes 
are adopted. Sensitivity experiments will be conducted to explore the possible contributions from 
its closure assumption and the lifting depth trigger that has been found to play a key role in a 
global model for realistically reproducing the Central U.S. nocturnal rainfall signals (Lee et al. 
2008). 
The above objectives are accomplished in this thesis by conducting sensitivity experiments 
and performing diagnostic analyses and critical evaluation of model results. Five major original 
contributions are summarized as follows: 
(1) We develop the ECP scheme on the basis of the G3 scheme with numerous 
improvements. It not only includes multiple cumulus closures with relative weights, but 
also allows selecting different closure options over the land and oceans. This revised 
structure facilitates the optimization of the ECP scheme by determining specific weights 
for different closures dependent upon the location, time, and climate regimes. 
(2) Cumulus closures significantly affect U.S. precipitation patterns, heavy rainfall 
occurrence, and diurnal cycle, with strong regional dependence differing between land 
and oceans. None of closure assumptions can fully represent all the observed 
precipitation spatiotemporal variations. The complementary advantages of closures are 
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identified in this thesis, forming the basis for further optimization of the ECP scheme if 
relative weights can be derived for those closures at various time scales. 
(3) Cumulus closure effects alone could largely explain the model sensitivity to certain CUPs 
in summer rainfall predictions. For instance, the total instability adjustment closure 
consistently produces large wet biases over the NAM and Southeast U.S. and strong 
deficits over the Central U.S., explaining the systematic errors related to the Kain-Fritsch 
scheme using the same closure. On the other hand, the instability tendency closure has 
large deficits over the Southeast U.S. but small biases over the Central and NAM, which 
is also consistent with the identified biases in the Grell scheme that is based on a similar 
closure. 
(4) The ECP scheme with the moisture convergence and average vertical velocity at the 
cloud base closures separately over the land and oceans show advantages over the other 
11 CUP schemes in simulating the Central U.S. flood amount and, daily rainfall 
frequency and intensity.  
(5) The Grell scheme shows superiority in reproducing the Central U.S. nocturnal rainfall 
maxima, but other CUP schemes generally fail. This advantage of the Grell scheme is 
primarily due to the instability tendency closure assumption, indicating that this 
assumption can be incorporated in the ECP scheme as a trigger function to improve its 
diurnal cycle simulation over the Central U.S. 
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CHAPTER 2: MODEL DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONAL DATA 
 
This chapter gives a brief description of the CWRF model used in this thesis, including its 
basic physical configurations, computation domain, lateral and surface boundary conditions. 
More details about the Ensemble Cumulus Parameterization scheme that is specifically 
developed to address the research questions are illustrated, with a focus on its cumulus closure 
assumptions. This chapter also documents important physical assumptions for fourteen CUP 
schemes that have been incorporated in the CWRF model, and provides the observational 
precipitation data for model verification.  
 
2.1. Model descriptions 
2.1.1. Basic physics configuration 
The CWRF is developed on the basis of the Weather Research and Forecasting model v3.1.1 
(WRF, Skamarock et al. 2008) with numerous improvements of physical processes that are 
essential to climate scales, including the interactions between land-atmosphere-ocean, 
convection-microphysics, and cloud-aerosol-radiation (Liang et al. 2012). A unique feature of 
the CWRF is the inclusion of a grand ensemble of alternative parameterization schemes for key 
physical processes including cloud, aerosol, radiation, surface, PBL, cumulus and microphysics. 
The current CWRF control physics configuration (Table 2.1) consists of XRL cloud, MISR 
aerosol, GSFC radiation, CSSP + UOM surface, CAM + ORO PBL, ECP + UW cumulus, and 
Tao microphysics schemes.  
A basic skill evaluation has shown that the CWRF with these control physics configurations 
has greater application capability and overall better performance than the original WRF in the 
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contiguous U.S. climate simulations (Liang et al. 2012). By comparing to other alternative 
options in each physical driver, the GSFC radiation, CSSP surface, and the ECP cumulus 
schemes have relatively better performances than their counterparts in the U.S. climate 
simulation, indicating that their consistent integration is the key reason for the substantial 
improvement in the predictive skills of the CWRF over the original WRF model configuration 
(Liang et al. 2012).  
The GSFC radiation package includes the parameterizations developed by Chou and Suarez 
(1999) for shortwave and by Chou et al. (2001) for longwave radiation. The solar radiation 
scheme includes absorption due to water vapor, CO2, O3, O2 and CO2, and interactions among the 
gaseous absorption and scattering by cloud condensation, aerosols (sulfate and precursors, dust, 
black carbon, organic carbon, sea salt), molecules (Rayleigh scattering), and the surface. The 
spectrum is divided into seven bands in the ultraviolet (UV) region (0.175-0.4 m), one band in 
the photosynthetically active radiation region (0.4-0.7 m), and three bands in the solar near 
infrared region (0.7-10.0 m). The infrared parameterization also includes the adsorption due to 
major gases (H2O, O3, CO2) and minor trace gases (N2O, CH4, CFC’s), as well as clouds and 
aerosols in terms of a spectrum with nine bands. The k-distribution method with temperature 
and/or pressure scaling is used to compute the transmission function in the weak absorption 
bands of water vapor and trace gases, while a look-up table method is applied to account for the 
strong absorption bands including the 15-m CO2 and the 9.6-m O3 bands. These radiative 
transfer processes allow explicit cloud-radiation interactions and aerosol direct effects, and thus 
have important applications for high-resolution model simulations. 
The CSSP is the core land surface model to predict soil temperature/moisture distributions, 
terrestrial hydrology variations, and land-atmosphere flux exchanges. It has significant 
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improvements in representing surface energy and hydrology processes, including an improved 
dynamic-statistical parameterization of land surface albedo (Liang et al. 2005), a 3-D subsurface 
hydrologic model with a scalable representation of subgrid topographic control on soil moisture 
(Choi et al. 2007) and an explicit treatment of surface-subsurface flow interaction (e.g., Choi and 
Liang 2010).  
The ECP scheme is developed from the G3 scheme (Grell and Dévényi 2002) but with 
numerous improvements on the closure choices and relative weights, depending on land and 
ocean. The five major groups of closure assumptions in the ECP scheme include the quasi-
equilibrium based (AS), the vertical velocity (W), the moisture convergence (MC), the total 
instability adjustment (KF) and the instability tendency (TD) closure. 16 subensemble algorithms 
are formulated under these five major assumptions, providing a good opportunity for further 
optimization by selecting optimal closure(s) for different regions. More details about the 
differences between the ECP and G3 scheme are given in the Section 2.2. 
2.1.2. Computation domain and boundary conditions 
The CWRF computation domain is centered at (37.5˚N, 95.5˚W) using the Lambert 
conformal map projection. It covers the whole continental U.S. and adjacent ocean with 30-km 
horizontal grid spacing, including total grid points of 197(west-east) × 139 (south-north). The 
buffer zones are located across 14 grids along 4 domain edges, where varying lateral boundary 
conditions are specified throughout the entire integration period using a dynamic relaxation 
technique (Liang et al. 2012). There are 36 vertical levels with refined resolutions near the 
surface to improve PBL and convection representation, and around the melting altitude (~800-
650 hPa) to better simulate the cloud microphysics processes.  
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A consistent set of surface boundary conditions has been constructed at 30-km grid spacing 
over North America (Liang et al. 2012). This includes geographic distributions of the 
characteristics for surface topography (mean elevation, slope, curvature, orientation, shadowing; 
and their subgrid variability), stream/river and baseflow (direction, channel width, length), soil 
(bedrock depth, sand, clay and organic matter fraction profiles, bottom temperature), vegetation 
(land cover category, fractional vegetation cover, leaf and stem area index), ocean (surface 
temperature, salinity, and current; temperature and salinity profiles; seafloor depth), and crop 
cultural or management practices (planting type and density, growing area and period, fertilizer 
rate).  
Over oceans, CWRF incorporates observed daily sea surface temperature (SST) distributions 
using conservative spline fit from the weekly analysis data (Reynolds et al. 2002) available on a 
1º × 1º grid mesh from 1981 November to present. A 2-D multi-level upper ocean model is 
included in CWRF to resolve transient air-sea interactions that essentially determine SST diurnal 
cycle and daily variation (Ling et al. 2010). The CWRF also updates daily vegetation variations 
by linear temporal interpolation of the monthly mean climatology derived from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer data 
(Liang et al. 2012). 
The initial atmosphere and lateral boundary conditions are constructed from the European 
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast Interim Reanalysis (ERI, Uppala et al. 2008). The 
ERI data are available at 6 hourly intervals with 1.5º horizontal grid spacing and 60 vertical 
levels. 
2.2. Cumulus parameterization schemes  
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The CWRF incorporates 7 new cumulus parameterizations (ZML, CSU, GFDL, MIT, GR, 
ECP, UW), in addition to the 7 original WRF schemes (BMJ, NKF, SAS, NSAS, TDK, GD, G3). 
All the cumulus parameterization schemes represented by above abbreviations or acronyms with 
respective references are defined in Table 2.2. They represent the effects of sub-grid convective 
updrafts and downdrafts and compensating ambient motions. All schemes are made to predict 
surface total precipitation rates, cloud base and top levels, and vertical atmospheric heating and 
moistening profiles, but have some differences in producing the wind tendencies or convective 
in-cloud liquid or ice water profiles. To consistently evaluate the effects of moist convection 
parameterization, shallow convection parameterization in 8 CUPs (BMJ, NKF, SAS, NSAS, 
TDK, ZML, G3, ECP) are switched off internally, and the UW shallow scheme works as an only 
option with other deep CUPs in all the experiments. According to the cumulus closure 
assumptions, these fourteen schemes can be generally divided into three major types: 1) Multiple 
closures (ECP, G3, and GD); 2) Total instability adjustment closure (ZML, NKF, and TDK); 3) 
Quasi-equilibrium closure-based (BMJ, GR, MIT, GFDL, SAS, NSAS, CSU, UW). The major 
assumptions and several specific features for each category are illustrated as follows. 
2.2.1. Multiple closure schemes 
The GD, G3, and ECP schemes are all ensemble mass-flux type schemes with multiple 
closure assumptions and variants of parameters in the static control including updraft and 
downdraft entrainment and detrainment and precipitation efficiency. The GD scheme was first 
introduced by Grell and Devenyi (2002) in which the dynamic control closures are based on 
convective available potential energy (CAPE or cloud work function), low-level vertical velocity, 
or integrated vertical advection of moisture. The CAPE-based closures either balance the rate of 
increase of CAPE or relax the CAPE to a climatological value (QE assumption), or remove the 
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CAPE in a specific time scale. The G3 scheme is developed from the GD scheme, but excludes 
the QE assumption from ensemble members, and spreads environmental compensate subsidence 
to neighboring grid columns.  
The ECP scheme is built upon the same parameterization framework of the G3 scheme 
including the convective trigger functions, cloud models and different dynamic closure control. It 
differs from the G3 scheme in two main aspects. First, it incorporates major closure assumptions 
with 16 different algorithms considering the large-scale forcing perturbations from the 
surrounding nine grid points, while the current version of G3 scheme contains four types of 
closures by removing the QE assumption. The inclusion of this popular assumption allows 
sensitivity analyses to better understand systematic precipitation errors in many models that uses 
CUPs based on it. Second, the ECP scheme adds relative weights for those closures and 
considers regional dependence between land and oceans, but the G3 scheme uses equal weights 
for all closures without distinguishing regime contrasts. All the closure assumptions are used to 
determine the cloud base mass flux by linking the existence and intensity of convection to large-
scale processes as shown in Table 2.3. 
The AS closure assumes an instantaneous equilibrium between large-scale forcing and 
subgrid convection by relaxing the cloud work function toward a climatological value (Arakawa 
and Schubert 1974). Four algorithms differ in the referenced climatology value by implementing 
the observed average CAPE value table from Lord et al. (1982) and the Global Data Assimilation 
System above/below cumulus cloud top level, respectively.  
The W closure (Brown 1979; Frank and Cohen 1987) assumes that net cloud base mass flux 
is determined by environmental mass flux averaged from the surrounding nine points at lower 
tropospheric levels. Specifically, it includes four different algorithms based on the level of free 
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convection, the updraft originating level, or the level with the maximum or minimum upward 
vertical velocity below the level of free convection. 
The MC closure (Krishnamurti et al. 1983) assumes that convection develops to balance the 
column integrated moisture convergence. This convergence can be redefined with four different 
algorithms by selecting maximum, minimum, averaged, or local randomly chosen values from 
the surrounding nine points.  
The KF closure (Kain and Fritsch 1993) assumes that convection acts to reduce the CAPE 
towards zero over a specific time scale. The TD closure is similar to the assumption in the Grell 
(1993) scheme, in which convection is determined by the increase of large-scale instability. Both 
the KF and TD closures contain two different subensembles by defining the large-scale 
instability locally or averaged over the surrounding nine points.  
2.2.2. Total instability adjustment schemes 
Three CUPs (ZML, NKF, TDK) are based on the total instability adjustment closure 
assumption in which the convection acts to reduce the CAPE towards zero over a specific time 
scale. The ZML is the parameterization of Zhang and McFarlane (1995) with modifications to 
facilitate its application in high resolution models for deep convection (Liang et al. 2012). The 
moist convection occurs only when the atmosphere is locally conditionally unstable in the lower 
troposphere. The updraft ensemble is only comprised of those plumes which can penetrate 
through this convective layer and these updrafts are assumed to have same initial upward mass 
flux from the sub-cloud layer to simplify the formulations.  
The NKF scheme is a modified version of the Kain-Fritsch scheme (Kain, 2004) which is 
originally based on Kain and Fritsch (1993). It utilizes a one-dimensional cloud model with 
explicitly representation of effects of moist updrafts and downdrafts, the entrainment, 
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detrainment and simple microphysics involved. This scheme triggers the convection when net 
column convective instability is present and the parcel temperature is higher than the 
environmental value. To induce stronger convection in the presence of the large-scale upward 
motion, a perturbation to the parcel temperature which is proportional to the grid-scale vertical 
motion at the lifting condensation level is incorporated as an additional trigger function. 
The TDK scheme is originally designed by Tiedtke (1989) and revised by Nordeng (1994). 
It is a bulk mass flux model based on the CAPE removal closure. The convection is activated 
when the moisture convergence is greater than a limit of boundary layer turbulent moisture flux. 
This scheme considers three types of convection: 1) deep convection that occurs under disturbed, 
conditionally unstable conditions in the presence of lower tropospheric large-scale moisture 
convergence; 2) shallow convection that occurs in a suppressed environment and is mainly 
driven by the turbulent surface moisture flux; 3) mid-level convection that occurs mainly in 
conditional unstable condition, but with the cloud base above the PBL. 
2.2.3. Quasi-equilibrium closure-based schemes 
The remaining eight schemes (BMJ, GR, MIT, GFDL, SAS, NSAS, CSU, UW) are all 
established on the QE closure assumption but with alterations. The BMJ scheme is a moist 
adjustment parameterization developed by Betts (1986) and Betts and Miller (1986), and 
modified by Janjic (1994) for both deep and shallow convection. It assumes that the profiles of 
temperature and moisture in a column with sufficient resolved-scale vertical motion and 
instability are instantaneously relaxed toward observed neutral structures.  
The GR scheme is proposed by Grell (1993) as a simplified mass flux scheme that only 
consists of a single pair of updraft and downdraft without direct mixing between them. The 
entrainment and detrainment only occurs at the top or bottom of cloud. Based on the QE 
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assumption, convection in this scheme is determined by the rate of destabilization in which the 
change of instability due to convection balances the changes due to nonconvective effects. The 
convection is not activated until a lifting depth criterion is met.  
The MIT scheme is the parameterization of Emanuel (1991) and Emanuel and Živković-
Rothman (1999). The closure employs a subcloud-layer quasi-equilibrium hypothesis (Raymond, 
1995) which states that convective mass fluxes will adjust so that air within the subcloud layer 
remains neutrally buoyant with respect to upward displacements to just above the top of the 
subcloud layer. It utilizes the buoyance-sorting assumption of Raymond and Blyth (1986) which 
assumes that mixing in clouds is highly episodic, rather than continuous as in the entraining 
plume model. In its mixing formulations, the entrainment and detrainment rates are functions of 
the vertical gradients of buoyancy in clouds. Convection occurs whenever the environment is 
unstable to a parcel in reversible adiabatic ascent from the surface. 
The GFDL scheme is the parameterization of Donner (1993) with model implementation of 
Donner et al. (2001). It determines the cloud base mass flux by requiring that consumption of 
CAPE by convective systems (subgrid deep convection and associated mesoscale circulations) 
balances CAPE generation by the large-scale forcing (radiation and surface fluxes). The 
convection is triggered when the large-scale CAPE generation rate is positive and the maximum 
convective inhibition cannot exceed 10 J Kg-1. The uniqueness of this scheme is that it augments 
cloud base mass flux with convective-scale vertical velocities to include the microphysics of 
mesoscale anvils, leading to a consistent interaction between convection, microphysics and 
radiation.  
The SAS scheme is a simplified version of Arakawa and Schubert (1974) scheme developed 
by Pan and Wu (1995). The deep CUP determines the cloud base mass flux by relaxing the cloud 
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work function to a critical value over a fixed timescale. To trigger the convection, this critical 
cloud work function value must be exceeded and is assumed to be the function of cloud base 
vertical motion. This scheme also defines the upper limit of convective inhibition using the 
lifting depth trigger which assumes the depth between the parcel originating level and the level 
of free convection is less than 150 hPa.  
The NSAS scheme is based on the SAS scheme but with several modifications to trigger 
functions. For instance, the fixed value of lifting depth trigger (150 hPa) is changed to vary 
within the range of 120-180 hPa, in proportional to the cloud base grid-scale vertical velocity. 
This intends to produce more convection in large-scale convergence regions but less convection 
in subsidence areas (Han and Pan 2011). 
The CSU scheme is the parameterization of Arakawa and Schubert (1974) but with a 
prognostic cumulus kinetic energy (CKE) closure (Pan and Randall 1998) and interactive liquid 
and ice cloud microphysics (Fowler and Randall 2002). This prognostic closure relaxes the QE 
assumption by explicitly predicting the CKE for each cumulus subensemble. The cloud-base 
mass flux is determined by the CKE and a dimensional parameter (α) which is related to the 
adjustment time defined by original QE assumption. In current version of CSU scheme, a 
constant value of α (1.0e8) is given for all cloud types.  
The UW scheme is a bulk mass-flux based shallow cumulus parameterization of Bretherton 
and Park (2009) in which entrainment and detrainment is derived using a buoyancy-sorting 
algorithm. This scheme has a combined closure and trigger based on convective inhibition. It 
assumes that shallow convection can only form if the source air has sufficient vertical velocity to 
penetrate the weak inversion at the top of sub-cloud layer and reach its level of free convection. 
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The cloud base mass flux is determined as to maintain dynamical equilibrium between the sub-
cloud turbulent boundary layer and the base of cumulus cloud layer. 
2.3. Observational Data 
Over the U.S. coastal oceans, the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3-hourly 
and daily product (3B42 version 7, 50º S-50º N, 0.25º grids, 1998-2009) is mapped onto the 
CWRF 30km-grids using bilinear spatial interpolation to increase the comparability with model 
simulation. In addition, the TRMM 3A25 product is adopted to provide the monthly mean 
convective and stratiform precipitation. It is based on the precipitation radar observation and 
covers 37ºS to 37ºN with a 0.5º grid resolution (Iguchi et al. 2000).  
Several major daily precipitation datasets are utilized for model verification over the 
continental U.S. and Northern Mexico. The primary one is constructed from rain gauge 
measurements at 7235 stations over the continental U.S. and adjusted by monthly mean of 
PRISM (Parameter-elevation Regression on Independent Slopes Model, Daly et al. 2008) for the 
orographic effects particularly important over the western U.S. mountain regions (Liang et al. 
2004b). Another one is derived from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) global 0.5º analysis of daily gauge measurements (Chen et al. 
2008) to supplement data over Canada and Mexico. To examine the diurnal cycle of precipitation, 
the merged 3-hourly precipitation data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 
product (3B42, 50ºS-50ºN, 0.25º × 0.25º grid, 1998-present) is mapped onto the CWRF 30km 
grid using bilinear spatial interpolation. In addition, the 3-hourly North American Regional 
Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006) and hourly CPC precipitation data over the United 
States (Higgins et al. 1996) are both used as a supplement to TRMM before 1998. 
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2.4. Figures and Tables 
 
Table 2.1 The CWRF model control configurations of physics components.  
Domain  
United States & Adjacent,  centered at (37.5˚N, 95.5˚W) 
Horizontal resolution: 30km (196x139) 
Vertical resolution: 36 levels, top at 50hPa 
Buffer zone width:  14-grids (420km) 
Physics 
Configuration 
Cloud XRL (Xu-Randall-Liang cloud cover parameterization,  Xu and Randall 1996, Liang et al. 2004b) 
Aerosol MISR (Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer, Kahn et al. 2007) 
Radiation GSFC (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Chou and Suarez 1999; Chou et al. 2001)  
Surface CSSP (Conjunctive Surface-Subsurface Process Model, Choi and Liang 2010) 
PBL 
CAM (NCAR Community Atmosphere Model) + ORO (Module 
for orographic turbulence stress and gravity-wave drag, Rontu 
2006) 
Deep 
Cumulus 
ECP (Ensemble Cumulus Parameterization modified from G3, 
Grell and Dvénéyi 2002) 
Shallow 
Cumulus UW (University of Washington, Park and Bretherton 2009) 
Microphysics GSFCGCE (Goddard Cumulus Ensemble Model, Tao et al. 2003) 
Ocean UOM (upper ocean model) (Ling et al. 2010; Liang et al. 2012) 
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Table 2.2 The summary of CWRF cumulus parameterization schemes with the related references 
[Qc, Qi, Qr, Qs: mixing ratio of cloud water, ice, rain, and snow]. 
CUP References Closure Trigger Momentum Tendencies 
Moisture 
Tendencies Shallow 
ECP modified from G3 Multiple 
Maximum cap 
strength no Qc, Qi yes 
G3 Grell and Dvénéyi (2002) 
Multiple without 
QE 
Maximum cap 
strength  no Qc, Qi yes 
GD Grell and Dvénéyi (2002) Multiple 
Maximum cap 
strength no Qc, Qi no 
ZML 
Zhang and 
McFarlane 
(1995) 
Total instability 
adjustment CAPE > 0 yes Qc, Qi no 
NKF 
Kain and 
Fritsch (1993); 
Kain (2004) 
Total instability 
adjustment 
CAPE > 0;  
Parcel 
temperature 
perturbation 
no Qc, Qi, Qr, Qs yes 
TDK Tiedtke (1989); Nordeng (1995) 
Total instability 
adjustment 
Moisture 
convergence yes Qc, Qi yes 
BMJ 
Betts and Miller 
(1986); Janic 
(1994) 
QE assumption  Positive CWF threshold no - yes 
GR Grell (1993) 
QE assumption 
(instability 
tendency) 
 
Lifting depth 
trigger  no - no 
MIT 
Emanuel and 
Živković-
Rothman 
(1999) 
subcloud layer-
based QE 
assumption 
 
Environment is 
unstable to a 
parcel 
yes - no 
GFDL 
Donner (1993); 
Donner et al. 
(2001) 
QE assumption CAPE > 0; ΔCAPE > 0  no Qc, Qi no 
SAS Pan and Wu (1995) QE assumption 
Critical CWF;  
Lifting depth 
trigger 
yes Qc, Qi yes 
NSAS Han and Pan (2011) QE assumption 
Lifting depth 
trigger yes Qc, Qi yes 
CSU Fowler and Randall (2002) 
QE assumption 
(prognostic 
CKE) 
CKE dissipation 
rate no Qc, Qi, Qr, Qs no 
UW Bretherton and Park (2009) 
subcloud layer-
based QE 
Turbulent kinetic 
energy yes Qc, Qi, Qr, Qs yes 
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Table 2.3 Cumulus closure assumptions in the ECP scheme (five major groups with variants). 
Closures Variants in closure Calculation Methods 
AS  
(Arakawa and 
Schubert 1974)  
Climatological 
cloud work 
function 
AS_1: use table 1 in Lord et al. (1982) above the cumulus cloud top  
AS_2: use table 1 in Lord et al. (1982) below the cumulus cloud top 
AS_3: calculated from GDAS above the cumulus cloud top 
AS_4: from GDAS below the cumulus cloud top 
W  
(Brown 1979;  
Frank and 
Cohen1987) 
Upward 
vertical 
velocity 
W_1:  minimum value below the cloud base (LFC) 
W_2: average value at the cloud base (LFC) 
W_3: maximum value below the cloud base (LFC) 
W_4: average value at the updraft originating level; 
MC  
(Krishnamurti et 
al. 1983) 
Integrated 
vertical 
advection of 
moisture  
MC_1: maximum value 
MC_2: minimum value 
MC_3: average value 
MC_4: local value 
KF  
(Kain and Fritsch 
1993) 
CAPE or cloud 
work function 
KF_1:  average value among the spread of forcing perturbations 
KF_2: local value  
TD 
(Grell 1993) 
Large scale 
instability 
forcing 
tendency 
TD_1: averaged over the spread of forcing perturbations 
TD_2: local value 
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CHAPTER 3: CUMULUS CLOSURE EFFECTS ON SUMMER PRECIPITATION 
PREDICTION OVER THE U.S. COASTAL OCEANS 
 
This chapter evaluates CWRF’s ability to simulate the summer precipitation characteristics 
over the U.S. Atlantic Coasts and Gulf of Mexico, focusing on the effects of cumulus closure 
assumptions in an Ensemble Cumulus Parameterization (ECP) scheme. It is compiled from an 
article submitted to Journal of Climate titled “CWRF summer precipitation prediction over the 
United States coastal oceans: Effects of ensemble cumulus parameterization closures”. The 
model physics configuration and evaluation data are described in Chapter 2. This Chapter 
presents the model experiments and results with respect to precipitation spatial pattern, 
frequency and intensity, and diurnal cycle. Additional discussions explore possible causes for 
model discrepancies among the cumulus closures in terms of cloud base mass flux, convective-
to-total precipitation ratio, and associated thermodynamic and large-scale circulation 
characteristics. 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Many efforts have been made on reducing the modeling precipitation biases over oceans by 
improving cumulus closure assumptions that is the fundamental component of CUPs (Arakawa 
2004). For instance, Zhang and Mu (2005) revised the cumulus closure of Zhang and McFarlane 
(1995) to base it on the large-scale forcing in the free troposphere rather than CAPE in the whole 
atmosphere. This modification greatly reduced the dry bias in the western Pacific monsoon 
region and also significantly mitigates the double ITCZ problem (Zhang and Wang 2006). 
Wilcox and Donner (2007) also found that the closure which assumes convection balances the 
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increase in large-scale instability above the boundary layer in the Donner (1993) scheme 
contributed most to a realistic prediction of heavy rainfall frequency. In addition, previous 
studies mainly focused on investigating the effects of refined cumulus closures on the diurnal 
cycle of continental convection (Zhang 2003). Given that convective systems over oceans 
generally have different structures and life cycles from those over land (Sato et al. 2009), the 
question about how cumulus closure assumption affects the diurnal cycle of convection and 
precipitation over the oceans remains open.  
We will focus on the U.S. Atlantic Coast and the Gulf of Mexico (hereafter, U.S. coastal 
oceans) because they are significantly affected by hurricanes or tropical storms and their 
associated storm-surge floods and waves could pose severe threat to the people along the 
shorelines (Maloney and Hartmann 2000). Current GCMs with coarse resolutions mostly focused 
on predicting the seasonal and annual means of precipitation over the U.S. coastal oceans and 
they generally predict insufficient amounts (Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010), whereas the RCM 
simulations of summer coastal ocean rainfall are sensitive to CUP (Liang et al. 2004b; 2012).  
On the other hand, current CUP schemes are generally based on several principle cumulus 
closure assumptions including integrated moisture convergence (Kuo 1974), or the vertical 
moisture assumption (e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1983), the widely used QE assumption proposed 
by Arakawa and Schubert (1974), and the environmental low-level wind convergence closure 
(Frank and Cohen 1987). Previous studies have recognized that large controversies exist about 
the applicability and performance of these cumulus closures for weather forecasts or climate 
prediction (Frank and Cohen 1987; Arakawa 2004; Fletch and Bretherton 2010). Therefore, in 
order to improve the U.S. coastal ocean summer rainfall prediction, this study will investigate the 
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effects of CUP, focusing on the predictive skills of different cumulus closures by adopting the 
ECP scheme.  
3.2. Model Experiments 
Figure 3.1 (a-d) shows the observed seasonal mean precipitation distributions over the 
CWRF computation domain during 1998-2009. There is a clear precipitation band along the U.S. 
Atlantic Ocean in all four seasons. The rainband is widest in winter (DJF) and narrowest in 
summer (JJA), but slightly discontinued in autumn (SON) along the U.S. East coastlines and 
more widespread to further east. The rainfall intensity is weakest in spring (MAM) and strongest 
in summer. Figure 3.1 (e-h) present the interannual standard deviations of the four seasonal mean 
precipitation from the climatology mean of 1998-2009. Large variances are exhibited over three 
key coastal ocean regions located at the north and south portion of the U.S. Atlantic Coast and 
Gulf of Mexico (hereafter, U.S. North Atlantic, U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico shown 
in the boxes). This study will focus on the summer because it has the largest amount of 
precipitation accompanied with most intense convection along the U.S. coast oceans (Kuwano-
Yoshida et al. 2010). The outcome will allow us to gain insights into the cumulus convection 
effects. 
Figure 3.2 specifically shows precipitation anomalies averaged over the above three key 
regions in summer and autumn relative to the 1998-2009 climatology. We will focus on three 
heavy summer precipitation anomalies including 2008 (U.S. South Atlantic), 2003 (Gulf of 
Mexico) and 1999 (U.S. North Atlantic), and also compare the 2008 autumn with largest 
precipitation anomaly along the U.S. North Atlantic to further examine whether the cumulus 
closure effects have seasonal dependence. This study will conduct integrations for all these cases 
with one month model spin-up, utilizing ECP five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, and TD) 
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and 16 individual subensemble algorithms respectively over oceans. The land closure uses the 
MC assumption as in the CWRF control configuration (Liang et al. 2012).  
3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Effects of ensemble cumulus closures  
a. Geographic distribution of summer mean precipitation 
Figure 3.3 shows summer (2008, 2003, 1999) mean precipitation biases of the CWRF 
simulations using the ECP scheme with the five cumulus ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, 
TD) averaged over the three key regions and the entire U.S. East plus South coastal oceans. For 
all three cases, the AS, MC and KF closures largely overestimate rainfall amounts, while the TD 
closure systematically produces deficits. Nevertheless, the W closure generates the smallest 
summer mean biases over these ocean regions. 
Figure 3.4 presents the geographic distributions of 2008 summer mean precipitation, the 
number of rainy days (daily rainfall >1 mm day-1), and the averaged rain intensity (daily rainfall > 
1 mm day-1) over the U.S. coastal oceans as observed and simulated by CWRF using the ECP 
scheme with five different ensemble closures. Results show that the AS, MC and KF closures all 
produce widespread excessive precipitation bands over the coastal oceans. The wet biases are 
caused by too many rainy days and unrealistically strong rain intensities. In contrast, the TD 
closure underestimates the rainfall amount and produces reduced number of rainy days compared 
to other closures, but still more than observations. The W closure better captures the heavy rain 
band observed along the Gulf Stream, but yields excessive amounts further east mainly due to 
the frequent rainy days.  
b. Precipitation frequency and intensity 
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Figure 3.5 shows the frequency distribution of 2008 summer point-wise daily precipitation 
and relative contribution from each daily precipitation rate to the summer total precipitation over 
the entire U.S. coastal oceans simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with five different 
ensemble cumulus closures as compared to the ERI reanalysis and the TRMM observations. The 
range of precipitation rates is divided into 1 mm/day bin from 0 to 55 mm day-1, with daily 
rainfall higher than 55 mm day-1 accumulated into the last bin. The frequency calculation is 
based on daily rainfall of all CWRF grids within the U.S. coastal oceans without any spatial or 
temporal average. The relative contribution to the total precipitation from each bin is the product 
of the frequency of rainfall occurrence and the precipitation rate within the bin divided by the 
summer total amount.  
The ERI largely overestimates the frequency of light rain events with daily intensity less than 
15 mm day-1, but hardly produces heavy rain events exceeding 25 mm day-1. The ECP scheme 
with five ensemble cumulus closures all produce much wider spectra than the ERI, though they 
still have deficiencies from the reality. In particular, the AS, MC, and KF closures generally 
predict more frequent rainy events than the TRMM for daily rate greater than 5 mm day-1, 
leading to the large wet biases. In contrast, the W and TD closures both underestimate the 
occurrence of heavy rain events with different frequency distribution. For instance, the W 
closure underpredicts the occurrence of daily rainfall greater than 20 mm day-1, while the TD 
closure largely underestimates the contribution of daily rate greater than 5 mm day-1. Therefore, 
the precipitation frequency distribution substantially varies with the choice of cumulus closures.  
c. Precipitation diurnal cycle 
The observed ocean rainfall diurnal cycle is characterized by an early morning maximum 
(Janowiak et al. 1994) over the open areas but with distinguished regional differences, such as 
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the near-continental variations caused by the coastline effects and gravity wave forcing from the 
adjacent land (e.g., Yang and Slingo 2001). Despite the regional variations, the true physical 
mechanisms responsible for this early morning rainfall peak are still not well known. Nesbitt and 
Zipser (2003) briefly summarized the possible causes into four general categories: 1) the 
differential radiative heating between convective and surrounding cloud-free regions; 2) the 
increased instability produced by nighttime radiative cooling near the cloud top; 3) the reduced 
cloud entrainment effects due to increased relative humidity at night; 4) the daily SST variations. 
These mechanisms suggested that the ocean rainfall diurnal cycle is modulated by the interaction 
between moist convection, cloud formation, radiation and surface processes (Yang and Slingo 
2001). Thus, precipitation diurnal simulation provides an excellent test bed for evaluating these 
interactive physics processes (Dai 2006). 
Figure 3.6 compares the 2008 summer mean diurnal cycles of rainfall averaged over the three 
selected U.S. coastal ocean regions as observed by the TRMM and simulated by CWRF using 
the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures. The observed diurnal cycles varied in their phases 
and amplitudes along the U.S. coastal oceans. There exhibits a clear phase transition from the 
early morning around 3AM in the U.S. North Atlantic to 8AM in the U.S. South Atlantic, and 
then around 9AM-11AM in the Gulf of Mexico. This phase behavior is different from previous 
findings in the tropic oceans where the mean rainfall peaks tend to appear around 6-7AM 
(Nesbitt and Zipser 2003), indicating that distinct physical mechanisms are responsible for the 
regional variation of rainfall diurnal cycle over the coast oceans. For instance, the delayed 
rainfall peaks over the latter two regions might be due to the effects of land convection migrated 
to the offshore areas that has been suggested by earlier studies (Zhou and Wang 2006). 
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The model results show that the TD closure is most capable of capturing the diurnal phase 
over these three ocean regions with the highest correlations (0.97, 0.84 and 0.97), but largely 
underestimates rainfall peak amounts. For the U.S. North Atlantic Coast, all the five closures 
tend to well capture the timing of diurnal cycle, but with much weaker amplitudes than 
observations. For the U.S. South Atlantic Coast, the W closure captures the observed diurnal 
magnitudes but yields somewhat earlier peaks than TRMM, while the AS, MC, and KF closures 
significantly overpredict the rainfall magnitude with 3-hour earlier peaks. Over the Gulf of 
Mexico, the W and TD closures tend to produce a precipitation maximum around 9AM close to 
TRMM, but the other closures (AS, MC, and KF) predict much earlier rainfall peaks. These 
sensitivity studies suggest that the cumulus closure assumptions affect the regional variations of 
the U.S. coastal ocean rainfall diurnal cycle. The systematic underestimated amplitudes of 
diurnal cycle in all simulations over the U.S. North Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico is consistent 
with the previous modeling studies, which suggested a lack of appreciable SST diurnal forcing as 
one of primary causes (Dai et al. 1999). This model error also indicates that future studies are 
required to examine how precipitation diurnal cycles are actually related to the SST variations by 
conducting sensitivity experiments with UOM. 
d. Overall performance of the ECP five ensemble closures  
Several typical characteristics of these five ensemble cumulus closure assumptions are 
identified as follows. First, the AS, KF, and MC closures tend to overestimate the number of 
rainy days and the mean rain intensity, resulting in widespread large wet biases along the U.S. 
coastal oceans. Second, the W and TD closures reduce such biases, but still contain important 
deficiencies. For instance, the TD closure substantially overestimates the frequency of light rain 
less than 5 mm day-1, leading to weaker rain intensities and total amount deficits, while the W 
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closure unfaithfully predicts wet biases further east and overestimates the number of rainy days, 
mostly attributed to the daily precipitation less than 20 mm day-1. Third, the AS, MC, and KF 
closures overestimate diurnal magnitudes and generate earlier rainfall peaks than the 
observations, while the TD closure better captures the diurnal phase, but underestimates the 
amplitude. Although the W closure produces a more realistic magnitude, falling between the 
above two groups, it still has nontrivial phase errors. Therefore, none of these ensemble closure 
assumptions can fully represent all the observed precipitation characteristics. The inherent biases 
and distinct sensitivities among these ensemble cumulus closures suggest that improvements for 
the prediction of U.S. coastal ocean precipitation are possible by refining the ECP ensemble 
closures. 
3.3.2. Effects of subensemble closure algorithms 
Each ensemble cumulus closure includes multiple algorithms in the ECP scheme. It is 
unknown how these algorithms under the same conceptual assumption contribute to the typical 
behavior of the ensemble. By investigating the effects of individual closure algorithms, we 
attempt to explain whether different algorithms in each ensemble tend to produce systematic 
errors or they complement each other to generate smaller biases. The results here can also 
provide guidance for future optimization of the ECP scheme by deriving appropriate weights for 
certain cumulus closure algorithms that can complementarily capture the observed signals (Liang 
et al. 2007).  
a. Geographic distribution of summer mean precipitation 
Figure 3.7 compares CWRF biases using the ECP scheme with 16 subensemble closure 
algorithms for precipitation in three summer cases averaged over the three key regions and the 
entire U.S. East plus South coastal oceans. Biases are widely spread and some are systematic in 
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certain ensemble closures. For instance, the AS and KF subensemble algorithms all overpredict 
the rainfall amounts, resulting in large wet biases in their ensembles, while all the TD algorithms 
systematically produce dry biases. The W and MC closure algorithms exhibit a wide distribution 
of biases, where the use of maximum vertical velocity at sub-cloud layer (W_3) and moisture 
convergence (MC_1) yield large wet biases, while that of the minimum vertical velocity at cloud 
base (W_1) and moisture convergence (MC_2) produce significant deficits. Thus, the AS, KF 
and TD ensemble closures generate errors that are systematic across all their subensemble 
algorithms, while the W and MC ensemble closures simulate reduced biases by cancellation of 
compensatory errors among their member algorithms. An important finding is that algorithms 
based on the average vertical velocity at the cloud base or updraft originating level (W_2 or 
W_4), and moisture convergence (MC_3) consistently have smaller biases than other members. 
The study below evaluates the relative performance of three algorithms all based on the 
averaged large-scale forcings: the W_2, MC_3, and TD_1 that computes the CAPE increase rate 
from average instability. Figure 3.8 shows precipitation geographic distributions of three summer 
cases simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with the above three subensemble algorithms 
(W_2, MC_3, TD_1) compared to the ERI reanalysis, and TRMM observations. The ERI 
generally underestimates the summer rainfall along the U.S. coastal oceans, consistent with the 
prediction of most GCMs (Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010). Among the three subensemble 
algorithms, the TD_1 produces significant deficits over coastal oceans, but the W_2 and MC_3 
complementarily reproduces the observed precipitation pattern and amount. Compared to 
TRMM, the W_2 better captures the location of major rainband along the Gulf Stream but with 
insufficient amounts, while the MC_3 improves the prediction of rainfall amounts but with a 
much wider coverage. 
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Table 3.1 lists the pattern correlation coefficients and root mean square (rms) errors of 
summer (2008, 2003, 1999) mean precipitation, rainy days and intensity between CWRF 
simulations using the ECP scheme with W_2, MC_3 and TD_1 and their corresponding 
ensemble (W, MC, TD) closures and TRMM observations. The W_2 and MC_3 better capture 
the geographic distribution of summer mean amounts with comparable higher pattern 
correlations and smaller rms errors than the TD_1. Particularly, the W_2 greatly reduces the 
overestimation of rainy days in the W ensemble, while the MC_3 improves rain intensity over 
the MC ensemble. Thus, the other algorithms of these two ensemble closures produce relatively 
poor skills and are better eliminated.  
b. Precipitation frequency and intensity 
Figure 3.9 shows the frequency distribution of 2008 summer pointwise daily rainfall and 
relative contribution to the total amount over the U.S. coastal oceans simulated by CWRF using 
the ECP scheme with three subensemble algorithms (W_2, MC_3, TD_1) as compared to the 
driving ERI reanalysis and TRMM observations. All three CWRF simulations significantly 
improve the frequency distribution in the ERI, especially for heavy rain events greater than 25 
mm day-1. The TD_1 produces a similar distribution as its TD ensemble, both generating too 
many events of light rain (< 5 mm day-1), but insufficient occurrences of higher intensities. The 
W_2 and MC_3 both overpredict the events of rainfall weaker than 25 mm day-1, but slightly 
underestimate heavier rainfall events. Compared to the corresponding ensembles, the W_2 
improves the contribution of daily rainfall greater than 40 mm day-1 that are totally missed in the 
W ensemble, while the MC_3 inhibits the higher frequency of daily rainfall greater than 5 mm 
day-1 in the MC ensemble.  
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Figure 3.10 shows spatial frequency distributions of pointwise correlation coefficients and 
rms errors of daily rainfall variations for three summer cases (2008, 2003, 1999) over the U.S. 
coastal oceans between TRMM observations and CWRF simulations using the ECP scheme with 
three subensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, TD_1). Following Liang et al. (2012), the statistics are 
based on daily precipitation for all the grids over the U.S. coastal oceans in the CWRF domain. If 
the frequencies curve of correlation coefficient (rms errors) shifts more toward the right (left), 
model ability in capturing the daily precipitation variation of temporal correspondence and 
magnitude is higher. Clearly, the TD_1 is worst overall, producing lowest correlation and largest 
rms errors for all three cases. In contrast, the MC_3 is superior in reproducing the observed 
temporal structure, with the correlation frequency shifting more to the right.  
c. Precipitation diurnal cycle  
Figure 3.11 compares the 2008 summer precipitation diurnal cycles simulated by CWRF 
using the ECP scheme with three subensembles (W_2, MC_3, TD_1), and from the ERI 
reanalysis and TRMM observations over the three coastal ocean regions. The TD_1 has the 
typical characteristics of TD ensemble, better capturing the diurnal cycle phase than other 
closures but largely underestimating the magnitude. The MC_3 greatly reduces the overestimated 
magnitudes in the MC ensemble, and produces the diurnal amplitude comparable with the W_2. 
Both W_2 and MC_3 produce weaker and earlier rainfall peaks than observations, suggesting 
that deep convection starts prematurely due to the lack of effective convective inhibition 
mechanisms involved (Dai and Trenberth 2004). In the ECP scheme, the convection trigger 
function is basically determined by maximum cap inversion which is 50 hPa over oceans. The 
success of TD_1 or TD ensemble in reproducing the diurnal phase may result from the inclusion 
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of increased CAPE as an additional constraint for convection initiation. This can be more 
generally implemented as a convective inhibiting trigger function (Xie et al. 2004).  
3.3.3. Effects of cumulus closures on autumn precipitation 
Above has shown that major rainbands in autumn have seasonal mean distribution similar to 
summer, but much stronger interannual variances over three distinct coastal regions. This section 
investigates the effects of cumulus closures on autumn precipitation, focusing on the seasonal 
contrast to summer. 
Figure 3.12 compares the 2008 autumn mean precipitation biases of simulations with 
subensemble algorithms using average assumptions (W_2, TD_1, MC_3) and their 
corresponding ensemble closures (W, TD, MC) compared to the TRMM observations averaged 
over three key coastal regions and the entire U.S. coastal oceans. Consistent with the summer 
cases, all the AS and KF algorithms systematically overestimate the autumn precipitation, but the 
TD algorithms tend to produce large deficits especially over the U.S. North Atlantic Coast. The 
W and MC closures produce a wide range of autumn mean biases, where the subensemble 
algorithms using the average vertical velocity at cloud base (W_2) or moisture convergence 
(MC_3) have the smallest biases. Note that the W_2 produces relatively larger deficit over the 
U.S. North Atlantic Coast but the smallest biases over the other two regions. In contrast, the 
MC_3 has smallest dry bias over the U.S. North Atlantic Coast but larger wet biases over the 
others. As such, the W_2 and MC_3 show their complementary advantages in capturing the 
autumn mean pattern and intensity. 
Figure 3.13 compares the frequency distribution of 2008 autumn pointwise daily 
precipitation and relative contribution to total rainfall over the U.S. coastal oceans simulated by 
CWRF using the ECP scheme with the three subensemble algorithms (W_2, MC_3, TD_1), and 
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from the driving ERI reanalysis and TRMM observations. Impacts of different cumulus closures 
on the precipitation frequency and intensity have weak seasonal dependence, where major 
features in autumn are very similar to summer. In particular, the TD_1 tends to overpredict the 
frequency of light rainfall less than 5 mm day-1, but substantially underestimate the occurrence of 
events of heavier intensities. The W_2 and MC_3 overpredict the frequency and contribution of 
daily rainfall less than 25 mm day-1, but capture the distribution of extreme tails better than the 
ERI and TD_1.  
Figure 3.14 compares 2008 autumn and summer mean diurnal cycles of precipitation 
averaged over the U.S. coastal oceans simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with three 
subensemble algorithms (W_2, MC_3, TD_1), and from the ERI reanalysis and TRMM 
observation. Observations reveal a morning rainfall peak around 09AM in both seasons. A 
secondary maximum occurs in autumn around 15PM, as shown in Dai and Trenberth (2004). The 
ERI reanalysis systematically produces earlier rainfall peaks with weaker amplitudes in both 
summer and autumn. The CWRF simulations with three closure algorithms exhibit coherent 
behaviors in both seasons. The W_2 shows better performance in capturing the diurnal cycle 
amplitude, while the TD_1 substantially underestimates the total rainfall amount. Nevertheless, 
the TD_1 is superior over others in capturing the diurnal phase with higher temporal correlation 
for summer (0.94) and autumn (0.75), compared to the W_2 closure (0.75, 0.51). On the other 
hand, the MC_3 significantly overestimates the total rainfall amount and produces somewhat 
earlier peaks than observations.  
Thus, cumulus closures have systematic effects on the U.S. coastal ocean precipitation with 
weak seasonal dependence. The W_2 and MC_3 show complementary advantages in capturing 
the seasonal mean pattern and intensity and more realistically predict extreme event occurrence, 
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whereas the TD_1 better represents the rainfall diurnal phase. These findings are supported by 
previous studies that have suggested the large-scale ascent as an important dynamical control of 
precipitation occurrence in the Tropics (Barlow et al. 1998) and the moisture flux convergence as 
a significant contributor to U.S. daily precipitation variations (Becker et al. 2009). 
3.4. Possible causes for different cumulus closure effects  
The following first explores the spectra across the cumulus closures in simulating cloud base 
mass flux and convective-to-total precipitation ratio, and then explains possible causes for 
complementary advantages of the W_2 and MC_3 in predicting summer mean precipitation 
pattern and intensity. The specific focus is on their differences in simulating the convective 
precipitation and associated atmospheric instability, upward motion, and wind convergence.  
3.4.1. Cloud base mass flux 
The convective precipitation in CUP is parameterized by the precipitation efficiency with 
total condensate and cloud base mass flux, which determined by different cumulus closure 
assumptions (Arakawa 2004). Thus, the cloud base mass flux directly affects the convective 
rainfall amount, and results in different predictive skills among various closure assumptions. 
Figure 3.15 compares the frequency distributions of cloud base mass flux among 16 algorithms 
in 2008 June over the three key coastal ocean regions. There exist two distinct groups of cloud 
base mass flux distribution that differ in magnitude over one order. The group with 
systematically greater magnitudes contains all the AS and KF closures, and algorithms of 
maximum vertical velocity (W_3), maximum, average, and local random moisture convergence 
(MC_1, MC_3, MC_4). Accordingly, all these closures tend to overestimate mean precipitation 
in both summer and autumn experiments. 
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The other group with one order smaller magnitudes includes algorithms of minimum vertical 
velocity (W_1) and moisture convergence (MC_2), and average vertical velocity at cloud base 
(W_2) and at updraft originating level (W_4), as well as two instability tendency assumptions 
(TD_1, TD_2). These closures, however, differ in their frequency distributions of cloud base 
mass flux. For instance, the W_2 and W_4 both have much broader spectrum, but the others 
have a narrow band toward the lower end that may explain their larger rainfall deficits. 
3.4.2. Convective-to-total precipitation ratio 
Most GCMs produce incorrect combination of precipitation types, with largely excessive 
convective but much insufficient stratiform precipitation (Dai and Trenberth 2004; Dai 2006). In 
particular, Dai (2006) showed that most couple GCMs generally produce higher convective-to-
total ratios (>90%) over the tropical oceans, compared to the 45-65% in the TRMM.  In these 
GCMs, most CUPs adopt the CAPE-based closure assumptions such as the Zhang and 
McFarlane (1995) scheme in which convection simply removes the CAPE over a given time 
scale (Dai 2006). As CAPE mainly depends on SST conditions over the tropical marine 
atmosphere (Fu et al. 1994), the overestimation of the convective-to-total precipitation ratio 
suggests the tropical oceanic convection in these models couples too strongly to the local SST 
(Dai 2006). It is thus understood that the analysis of this ratio can help reveal model deficiencies 
in CUPs.  
Table 3.2 compares the 2008 summer convective-to-total precipitation ratio from the 
TRMM3A25 observations and the simulations of 16 subensemble closures over the three key 
and entire coastal ocean regions. The TRMM 3A25 data gives an average ratio of 64% over the 
U.S. entire coastal oceans. The group of the closures with a large magnitude of cloud base mass 
flux attribute total rainfall amount predominantly by convection, with the ratio generally greater 
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than 85%. In contrast, the closures with much smaller cloud base mass flux, such as W_1 and 
MC_2, produce inadequate convective contribution, 18% or less of the total. In this regard, it is 
encouraging that the W_2 (or W_4) closure well reproduces the observed ratio, albeit with slight 
underestimation of total precipitation over the U.S. coastal oceans. As compared with TRMM, 
the MC_3, on the other hand, produces a much higher ratio (88%), but better captures the total 
precipitation amount as previously described.  
3.4.3. Atmospheric instability and wind vertical structure 
Previous studies suggested that the intensity of convective rainband over the U.S. Atlantic 
Coast are largely determined by the vertical structure of wind convergence, and the horizontal 
structure of upward motions associated with the convection displays similar seasonal variations 
with the precipitation distribution (Minobe et al. 2008; Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010). Below 
examined are the effects of cumulus closures on the distribution of atmospheric instability 
(CAPE) and upward motions along with vertical structure of wind convergence. This attempts to 
explain why the W_2 most realistically locates the major rainband along the Gulf Stream but 
with insufficient amount, and the MC_3 has enhanced precipitation but overestimated rainband 
coverage. 
Figure 3.16 presents geographic distributions of 2008 summer mean observed SST, CWRF 
simulated CAPE and convective precipitation, as well as upward motions at 500 hPa by using the 
ECP scheme with three subensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, TD_1). In all cases, the maximum 
convective rainbands are associated with high CAPE tongue that slants from the southwest to 
northeast, nearly parallel with the observed SST front. But substantial differences exist in 
convective rainfall amounts and CAPE distribution. Specifically, the TD_1 produces less 
frequent convection and thus too little rainfall accompanied with relatively small CAPE near the 
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U.S. South Atlantic. The MC_3 produces a spreading band of strong convective precipitation 
associated with the widest CAPE tongue over the U.S. Atlantic Coast, but the W_2 generates a 
narrow distribution of convective precipitation and CAPE tongue with weaker intensities than 
the MC_3.  
Following Kuwano-Yoshida et al. (2010), we analyze the geographic distribution of model 
simulated vertical velocities at different altitudes (here, only show the 500 hPa) to display the 
relation between the convective rainfall and upward motions. The W_2 produces a narrow band 
of upward motion extending throughout the whole troposphere, closely following the rain band 
along the U.S. Atlantic Coast. However, the TD_1 simulates much weaker and scattered upward 
motions, leading to insufficient convective precipitation, whereas the MC_3 produces a much 
wider band of stronger updrafts, explaining its relative poor performance in precipitation pattern. 
Figure 3.17 shows the 2008 summer mean vertical structures of wind convergence averaged 
over the three coastal ocean regions simulated by CWRF using the three subensemble closures 
(W_2, MC_3, TD_1). Over the U.S. Atlantic Coast, the MC_3 generates the strongest wind 
convergence near the surface and also the largest divergence in the upper troposphere, resulting 
in the strongest upward motions and convective rainfall. In contrast, the TD_1 produces the 
weakest surface convergence and upper-level divergence, and thus has much smaller upward 
motions and convective precipitation. The analyses suggest that cumulus closures significantly 
affect the distribution of atmospheric instability (CAPE), and upward motions associated with 
wind convergence, and thereby produce large differences in convective rainfall patterns and 
amounts. 
3.5. Summary and Concluding remarks 
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TRMM observations show that large interannual precipitation variability exists over the U.S. 
coastal oceans, especially, north and south portions of the U.S. Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico. 
A series of CWRF integrations utilizing the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, 
MC, KF, and TD) are performed for three summers (2008, 2003, 1999) when abnormally heavy 
rainfall occurred over the above key areas. The results show that closure assumptions largely 
affect the CWRF predictions of the U.S. coastal ocean summer precipitation. The AS, KF, and 
MC closures produce widespread wet biases along the entire U.S. coastal oceans due to 
overestimated rainy days and stronger rain intensity. The TD closure better captures the 
occurrence of rainy days than other closures, but it overestimates the frequency of light rain 
events and thus yields large amount deficits. The W closure better captures the rainband along 
the U.S. Atlantic Coast, but overestimates the rainy days and total amounts further east. 
Although showing superiority in predicting the diurnal phase, the TD closure systematically 
underestimates rainfall amounts. Thus, none of these ensemble closure assumptions can fully 
represent all the observed precipitation characteristics. 
Further experiments using the ECP scheme with 16 subensemble closure algorithms show 
that different algorithms under the same physical concept can have pronounced impacts on ocean 
precipitation simulation. The algorithms based on the average vertical velocity at cloud base 
(W_2) and moisture convergence (MC_3) complementarily reproduce the observed precipitation 
pattern and amount, and perform better than other closures in capturing the frequency of heavy 
rainfall events. For the diurnal cycle, the instability tendency closures (TD_1 or TD) are superior 
in capturing the rainfall diurnal phase but with larger deficits. These results suggest that cloud 
base vertical velocity and moisture convergence are the primary factors controlling precipitation 
seasonal mean and daily variation, while the instability tendency plays a more critical role in 
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regulating the diurnal phase. Our findings are supported by previous studies that have suggested 
the large-scale ascent as an important dynamical control of precipitation occurrence in the 
Tropics (Barlow et al. 1998) and the moisture flux convergence as a significant contributor to 
U.S. daily precipitation variations (Becker et al. 2009). The complementary effects of these three 
closures in precipitation variations provide an opportunity for further optimization of the ECP 
scheme if specific weights can be derived for each closure at various time scales. 
The large disparities of model biases among these cumulus closures directly arise from their 
formulation differences in computing the cloud base mass flux. The ECP closures can be 
categorized as two major groups that differ in cloud base mass flux magnitude. One group with 
one order larger magnitude encompasses all the closure algorithms that produce excessive 
precipitation, while the other group that has smaller cloud base mass flux systematically 
generates precipitation deficits. Note that several critical variants in closure algorithms are highly 
empirical with strong scale dependence. For example, the AS closure assumes a specific time 
interval (1200 seconds) to consume the CAPE departure from a prescribed climatological value; 
the KF closure assume a relaxation time scale (2400 seconds) to remove the total CAPE; the TD 
closure employs a shorter time scale (240 seconds) to deplete the increase of CAPE. Although 
precipitation biases may be reduced to a certain extent through reasonable adjustment of the time 
scale, yet our sensitivity experiments showed that their effects are relatively small as compared 
to the contrasts between the closures discussed above. 
Cumulus closures affect the coastal ocean precipitation simulation mainly through their 
impacts on the atmospheric instability and wind structures. In particular, the W_2 generates, as 
observed, a narrow band of upward motion, CAPE tongue and convective precipitation, but the 
MC_3 produces a widespread distribution of stronger upward motion and convective 
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precipitation associated with a wide CAPE tongue. It explains why the W_2 most realistically 
captures the spatial distribution of a major rainband but with an insufficient amount, while the 
MC_3 improves the precipitation amount but with an unrealistically widespread pattern.  
Nevertheless, the W_2 and MC_3 still overpredict the rainy days, despite the fairly realistic 
pattern of summer mean rainfall amounts. This indicates that the moist convection in the ECP 
scheme is triggered prematurely and occurs too often. This deficiency is also evident in the 
diurnal cycle prediction as the W_2 and MC_3 tend to produce earlier rainfall peaks than 
observations. On the other hand, the TD_1 generates reduced rainy days and better reproduces 
the diurnal phase. Thus, it is likely to inhibit the convection by adding the instability tendency as 
an additional trigger function in the ECP scheme to improve the frequency distribution and 
diurnal cycle.  
However, the difficulties in accurately predicting the ocean precipitation diurnal cycle could 
also be caused by the deficiencies in other related physical processes, such as SST, the planetary 
boundary layer, and cloud microphysics (Dai and Trenberth 2004). Thus, the improvement of 
ocean rainfall diurnal simulation requires a better understanding and representation of these 
processes. Additionally, the model verification is influenced by the observational data 
uncertainty. This work was originally evaluated against TRMM 3B42 version 6 data. Yet the 
latest version 7 has improved rainfall intensity estimates with substantial differences from the 
previous release. Hence, our evaluation has been revisited against the new TRMM data, leading 
to some nontrivial modifications of the result interpretation. Further deviations are expected as 
the TRMM data accuracy is still uncertain. Nevertheless, the ECP scheme provides an 
unprecedented opportunity to identify the typical behaviors of these cumulus closures, and the 
objective diagnostic procedure established in this study can effectively guide future refinements 
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of the ECP scheme through ensemble closure optimization to enhance precipitation predictive 
skills against more accurate observations as emerged.  
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3.6. Figures and Tables 
Table 3.1 Spatial pattern correlation coefficient and rms error between simulated by the ECP 
scheme with subensembles (W_2, TD_1, MC_3) and ensemble (W, TD, MC) closures and 
observed precipitation (summer mean, number of rainy days, and rain intensity) over the U.S. 
Atlantic Coasts and Gulf of Mexico for three summer experiments (2008, 2003, 1999). 
Summer  
Cases 
ECP 
closures 
Summer Mean Number of Rainy Days  Intensity 
Correlation RMSE Correlation RMSE Correlation RMSE 
2008 
W_2 0.69 1.79 0.57 16 0.41 5.68 
W 0.63 2.15 0.47 23 0.40 5.26 
TD_1 0.62 2.34 0.58 12 0.19 7.02 
TD 0.59 2.19 0.47 12 0.15 6.52 
MC_3 0.64 1.91 0.48 22 0.41 5.40 
MC 0.53 5.51 0.41 23 0.40 5.50 
2003 
W_2 0.62 2.34 0.56 14 0.43 5.28 
W 0.54 2.52 0.48 22 0.41 4.88 
TD_1 0.55 3.04 0.51 17 0.33 5.65 
TD 0.52 2.93 0.43 19 0.28 5.84 
MC_3 0.63 2.38 0.51 21 0.48 4.57 
MC 0.52 4.90 0.46 22 0.43 5.00 
1999 
W_2 0.53 2.86 0.51 14 0.37 5.74 
W 0.49 2.61 0.51 19 0.41 5.09 
TD_1 0.50 2.61 0.46 13 0.22 6.24 
TD 0.54 2.52 0.43 11 0.33 6.17 
MC_3 0.54 2.35 0.50 18 0.41 5.19 
MC 0.38 4.82 0.45 18 0.32 6.72 
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Table 3.2 Simulated convective-to-total precipitation ratios (%) averaged over the three key 
coastal ocean regions for 2008 summer by CWRF using the ECP scheme with 16 subensemble 
closures. 
Regions TRMM AS W MC KF TD 
 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 
U.S. North 
Atlantic  65 86 92 72 77 5 61 86 46 88 8 89 91 88 93 25 44
U.S. South 
Atlantic  57 89 93 81 81 11 72 95 64 97 15 91 95 88 98 29 50
Gulf of 
Mexico 62 98 95 94 94 10 75 98 63 98 16 92 99 95 99 30 56
Total 64 87 89 81 82 13 69 91 60 91 18 88 92 88 91 32 53
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Figure 3.1 Geographic distribution of TRMM precipitation (mm day-1) seasonal climatology 
(upper panels) and interannual standard deviation (bottom panels) for winter (DJF), 
spring (MAM), summer (JJA), and fall (SON) averaged during 1998-2009. 
Outlined in the bottom figures are three key regions which are U.S. North Atlantic 
Coast (34°-39°N, 75°-67°W), U.S. South Atlantic Coast (28° -34°N, 82° -75°W), 
and the Gulf of Mexico (25°-29°N, 95° -84°W).  
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Figure 3.2 Summer (JJA) and Autumn (SON) seasonal mean precipitation (mm day-1) 
anomalies from the 1998-2009 climatology from the TRMM observations averaged 
over the three key coastal ocean regions outlined in Figure 3.1. Three summer cases 
are marked by circles.  
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Figure 3.3 Three summer (2008, 2003, 1999) mean precipitation biases averaged over the three 
coastal regions (U.S. North Atlantic Coast, U.S. South Atlantic Coast, Gulf of 
Mexico) and the entire U.S. East and South coastal ocean simulated by CWRF 
using the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) as 
compared to the TRMM observations.   
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Figure 3.4 Geographic distributions of 2008 summer mean precipitation (upper panels, unit: 
mm day-1), the number of rainy days (for daily precipitation > 1mm day-1, middle 
panels), and the mean rain intensity (bottom panels, unit: mm day-1) simulated by 
CWRF using the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) 
and the TRMM observations (OBS).  
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Figure 3.5 Frequency distributions (in logarithm scales) of 2008 summer pointwise daily 
precipitation (a) and the relative contribution to total precipitation (b) from each 
binned precipitation (1 mm day-1) over the entire U.S. coastal oceans simulated by 
CWRF using the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) 
and the ERI reanalysis as compared to the TRMM observation.  
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Figure 3.6 Mean diurnal variation (relative to local solar time) of the precipitation (correlation 
coefficients in the boxes) simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with five 
ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) as observed by TRMM averaged over the 
three key regions: (a) U.S. North Atlantic Coast, (b) U.S. South Atlantic Coast, and 
(c) Gulf of Mexico, corresponding to the boxes in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.7 Mean precipitation biases in three summer cases (2008, 2003, and 1999) averaged 
over the key coastal regions (U.S. North Atlantic Coast, U.S. South Atlantic Coast, 
and Gulf of Mexico) and the whole U.S. East and South coastal oceans simulated 
by CWRF using the ECP scheme with 16 subensemble closures as compared to the 
TRMM observations.  
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Figure 3.8 Geographic distributions of 2008, 2003, 1999 summer mean precipitation (upper 
panels, unit: mm day-1) simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with three 
subsensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, TD_1), from the ERI reanalysis and TRMM 
observations (OBS).  
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Figure 3.9 Frequency distributions (in logarithm scales) of 2008 summer daily precipitation (a) 
and the relative contribution to total precipitation (b) from each binned precipitation 
(1 mm day-1) over the entire U.S. coastal oceans simulated by CWRF using the ECP 
scheme with the three subsensemble closures (W_2, TD_1, MC_3), and from the 
ERI, compared to the TRMM observations (TRMM).  
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Figure 3.10 Spatial frequency distributions of pointwise correlation coefficients and rms errors 
of daily rainfall variations for three summer cases (2008, 2003, 1999) over the U.S. 
coastal oceans grids between the TRMM observations and simulations by CWRF 
with the ECP scheme using three subensembles (W_2, MC_3, TD_1). 
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Figure 3.11 2008 summer precipitation diurnal cycle (mm day-1, relative to local solar time) 
simulated by the CWRF/ECP with three subensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, 
TD_1) compared to the ERI and TRMM observations, all averaged over (a) U.S. 
North Atlantic Coast, (b) U.S. South Atlantic Coast, and (c) Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 3.12 2008 autumn mean precipitation biases (mm day-1) of simulations with 
subensemble algorithms using averaged assumptions (W_2, TD_1, MC_3) and their 
corresponding ensemble closures (W, TD, MC) compared to the TRMM 
observations averaged over three key coastal regions and the entire U.S. coastal 
oceans.  
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Figure 3.13 Frequency distribution (in logarithm scales) of 2008 autumn pointwise daily 
precipitation (a) and relative contributions from each daily precipitation rate bin to 
the total amount (b) over the U.S. coastal oceans simulated by CWRF with the ECP 
scheme using three subensemble algorithms (W_2, MC_3, TD_1) as compared to 
the driving ERI reanalysis and TRMM observations.  
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Figure 3.14 2008 summer and autumn mean diurnal cycles of precipitation averaged over the 
U.S. coastal ocean grids simulated by CWRF with the ECP scheme using three 
subensemble algorithms (W_2, MC_3, TD_1) and from the ERI reanalysis and the 
TRMM observation.  
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Figure 3.15 Spatial frequency distributions of 3-hourly pointwise cloud base mass flux 
simulated by CWRF with the ECP scheme using 16 subensemble closures in 2008 
June over three U.S. coastal ocean regions.  
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Figure 3.16 Geographic distributions of 2008 summer mean observed SST (solid lines in 
upper panels with interval of 1ºC), simulated CAPE (shaded in upper panels, 
J·kg-1), convective precipitation (middle panels, mm day-1), and mean vertical 
velocity (bottom panels, 10-2 m s-1) at 500 hPa by CWRF using the ECP scheme 
with three subensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, TD_1).  
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Figure 3.17 Vertical profiles of wind convergence (10-6 s-1 ) in the 2008 summer simulations by 
the CWRF using the ECP scheme with three subensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, 
TD_1) respectively, averaged over (a) U.S. North Atlantic Coast, (b) U.S. South 
Atlantic Coast, and (c) Gulf of Mexico.  
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CHAPTER 4: CUMULUS CLOSURE EFFECTS ON SUMMER PRECIPITATION 
PREDICTION OVER THE CONTINENTAL U.S. 
 
This chapter utilizes the ECP scheme incorporated in the CWRF to examine the effects of 
cumulus closure assumptions on the continental U.S. summer precipitation prediction with 
respect to the mean pattern and amount, daily rainfall frequency distribution, and regional 
variations of diurnal cycle. It is compiled from an article in preparation for submission to Journal 
of Climate titled “CWRF summer precipitation prediction over the continental United States: 
Effects of ensemble cumulus parameterization closures”. The detailed model experiments and 
results along with discussions for further ECP optimization are summarized in this chapter. 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Numerous studies have demonstrated the U.S. summer mean precipitation simulation is 
significantly sensitive to CUPs, with strong regional dependence and large controversies (Giorgi 
and Shields 1999; Gochis et al. 2002; Xu and Small 2002; Leung et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2004b, 
2008). However, these studies only compared the performance of CUP as an integral “black box” 
without explicitly interpreting which component causes the model differences (Neggers et al. 
2004). As the CUPs differ in closure assumption, trigger function and other parameters, it is 
difficult to fully determine the specific causes for model errors. It is essential to examine 
cumulus closures, being fundamental to CUP, to explain model deficiencies in precipitation 
prediction in a systematic manner such that specific assumptions can be identified with 
distinguished typical behaviors. 
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It is also important to examine the precipitation frequency and intensity, especially the 
extreme events, as well as the rainfall diurnal cycle. These precipitation characteristics are more 
difficult to predict and yet critical for many impacts applications (Liang et al. 2006). Previous 
studies have suggested that cumulus closure improvements have important influences on the 
model simulated rainfall frequency distribution and diurnal variation. For instance, Wilcox and 
Donner (2007) showed that modeled precipitation frequency distribution is shaped by cumulus 
closures, trigger functions, and cloud spectrum parameters, among which the cumulus closure 
most likely affects the occurrence of extreme events. Liang et al. (2004a) illustrated that the 
Grell scheme realistically simulates the nocturnal rainfall over the Great Plains because its 
closure is based on and thus directly in response to the large-scale tropospheric forcing, whereas 
the Kain-Fritsch scheme shows superiority in the late-afternoon peaks in the Southeast U.S. 
because its closure is defined and thus controlled by the near-surface forcing that is more 
favorable there. This indicates that the rainfall diurnal cycle is strongly sensitive to the 
interaction between convection and large-scale forcing, which is represented by cumulus closure 
assumptions in the CUPs. 
The present study, therefore, will use the CWRF to more comprehensively examine the 
cumulus closure effects on the continental U.S. summer precipitation prediction, regarding its 
mean distribution, frequency and intensity, and diurnal cycle. This is facilitated by the Ensemble 
Cumulus Parameterization (ECP) scheme incorporated in the CWRF. Implementing different 
cumulus closures in the ECP scheme where other components (e.g., trigger function and cloud 
models) are identical provides a unique opportunity to isolate the effects of cumulus closures.  
Section 4.2 describes the model experiments of three typical summers (1993, 2003, and 2006) 
when large rainfall anomalies occur over the Central U.S., NAM region and Southeast U.S. It has 
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been a longstanding challenge for current RCMs to accurately simulate precipitation variations 
over these three regions during the summer (Liang et al. 2012). Section 4.3 presents the 
respective effects of five cumulus closures on CWRF prediction of the continental U.S. summer 
mean precipitation pattern, and also illustrates the relative contributions of large-scale circulation 
and regional features to the modeled summer mean biases. Section 4.4 focuses on their effects on 
rainfall frequency and intensity, while Section 4.5 on the rainfall diurnal cycle. Section 4.6 
briefly demonstrates the model sensitivity to 16 subensemble closure algorithms in order to 
explore possibility for further rigorous optimization of the ECP scheme. Major conclusions are 
summarized in Section 4.7.  
4.2. Model experimental design 
Figure 4.1 shows the observed geographic distributions of summer mean precipitation and 
interannual deviation averaged during 1979-2009 over the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico. 
Observation exhibits a concentrated precipitation region (around 4 mm day-1) east of 100º W 
over the Central U.S. and more intense precipitation over 5.5 mm day-1 along the U.S. southern 
coastlines and Florida. Along the downstream slopes of Rockies, there is a dry zone transition 
due to the precipitation shadowing by mountains (Liang et al. 2012). Rainfall increases over the 
Southwest U.S. and Northern Mexico mainly contributed by the North American monsoon 
system. The standard deviation clearly shows that three regions have large summer precipitation 
anomalies: the Central U.S., NAM, and Southeast U.S. Thus, the following analysis will focus 
on these critical regions. 
Figure 4.2 depicts the interannual variations of summer mean precipitation anomalies relative 
to the 1979-2009 climatology averaged over above three key regions. There appears an out-of-
phase relationship between the NAM and Central U.S. summer precipitation anomalies for which 
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Higgins et al. (1998) provided several possible mechanisms: 1) Enhanced Great Plains low-level 
jet increases the Central U.S. precipitation, while consequently suppresses rainfall over the NAM 
region and the U.S. East Coast; 2) Accompanied with intensified NAM rainfall, the elevated 
heating over this region forces sinking motions in adjoining regions and thus dynamically 
inhibits the convection over the South-Central U.S.  
We select the summer of 1993 that is characterized by extreme flood over the Central U.S. 
and drought over the Southeast U.S. The 2003 summer is also chosen because opposite patterns 
are observed with severe drought over the Central U.S. and the NAM region but strong wet 
anomaly over the Southeast U.S. The 2006 summer is additionally selected because it represents 
a wet NAM in order to compare with the dry NAM event in the 2003 case. As such, these three 
summer cases facilitate the examination of cumulus impacts for contrasting hydrological 
conditions over different regions. 
A series of experiments using the five ensemble closures and their 16 subensembles in the 
ECP scheme are conducted over the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico for these three 
summers with one month model spin-up, respectively. Over the coastal oceans, the ECP scheme 
adopts the average cloud base vertical velocity closure due to its superiority in predicting the 
summer rainfall distribution in previous chapter. 
4.3. Effects on the U.S. summer precipitation mean and daily variation 
Figure 4.3 illustrates summer (1993, 2003, and 2006) mean precipitation biases of the CWRF 
simulations using the ECP scheme with the five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) 
averaged over the three key regions. The MC closure systematically overestimates the rainfall 
amount over the NAM and Southeast U.S., but produces relatively small biases over the Central 
U.S. Also, the KF closure behaves consistently under various climate regimes by producing even 
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larger wet biases than the MC closure over the NAM and Southeast U.S., and substantially 
underestimating the rainfall over the Central U.S. It agrees with Liang et al. (2004b) who found 
that the cumulus parameterization scheme of Kain and Fritsch (1993) yields excessive rainfall in 
the NAM and Southeast U.S., but large deficits over the Central U.S. In contrast, the TD closure 
systematically produces large deficits over the Southeast U.S., but small biases over the Central 
U.S. and NAM. This may explain the summer dry biases over the Southeast U.S. that has been 
identified in the Grell scheme (1993) based on the same instability tendency assumption.  
Table 4.1 compares the pattern correlation coefficients and rms errors between the CWRF 
simulations using the ECP scheme separately with five ensemble closures and observations over 
the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico. The W and MC closures are comparable in predicting 
the summer rainfall pattern with higher pattern correlation coefficients than others. However, the 
W closure more realistically reproduces rainfall amounts with smaller rms errors compared to the 
MC closure.   
Figure 4.4 compares spatial frequency distributions of pointwise correlation coefficients and 
rms errors of daily precipitation over all the grids of the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico 
for three summer cases between observations and CWRF simulations using the ECP scheme 
with five different ensemble closures. All the experiments show that the TD closure poorly 
captures the overall daily precipitation variation because it has the largest rms errors and lowest 
correlation coefficients. In contrast, the MC closure systematically produces higher correlation 
coefficients than other closures in three cases, indicating that the MC closure is superior in 
capturing the temporal variation of daily precipitation over the U.S. land. But compared to the W 
closure, the MC closure tends to produce larger rms errors due to overestimated rainfall amount 
over the NAM and Southeast U.S. shown above. 
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Figure 4.5 compares the performances of W and MC closures over the Central U.S. The MC 
closure systematically better captures the observed daily rainfall variation than the W closure in 
both temporal correspondence and magnitude over the Central U.S., although the MC closure 
does not always show its advantages over the NAM and Southeast U.S. In contrast, the W 
closure generally better reproduces the observed daily rainfall magnitude by having smaller rms 
errors than the MC closure over the NAM and Southeast U.S. Thus, among the five closures, the 
MC closure has clear advantages than others in capturing both summer precipitation mean and 
daily variability over the Central U.S., but systematically overestimates the rainfall amount over 
the NAM and Southeast U.S. It is encouraging that the wet biases over these two regions can be 
significantly reduced by using the W closure.  
The largest model discrepancy of regional mean precipitation among the five cumulus 
closures exist over the Southeast U.S as shown in Figure 4.3. Most closures (AS, KF, and MC) 
produce significantly wet biases, while the TD closure produces dry biases. However, the W 
closure systematically produces the smallest precipitation biases over this region. The 1993 
summer is taken as an example to examine the relative contributions of the regional circulation 
features simulated by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with the MC (too wet), TD (too dry), 
and W (most realistic) closures for precipitation biases over this critical region. 
Figure 4.6 shows the 1993 summer mean geographic distributions of the CWRF minus 
NARR (as a proxy for observations) differences in wind at 850-hPa and 200-hPa and vertically 
integrated moisture flux comparing the result sensitivity between the MC, W, and TD closures. 
There are several prominent differences that are consistent with regional precipitation biases, 
especially over the Southeast U.S. First, the 850 hPa wind anomalies suggest that the TD closure 
produces a much stronger and farther inland Atlantic subtropical high, causing greater 
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subsidence that inhibits the precipitation over the Southeast U.S. Conversely, the subtropical 
high in the MC closure shifts more eastward with stronger southeasterly flows on its south flank, 
leading to enhanced moisture convergence and consequently increased rainfall over the 
Southeast U.S. Clearly, the W closure most realistically produces the intensity and location of 
subtropical high, resulting in the smallest precipitation bias over this region. Second, 200-hPa 
wind biases in the TD closure exhibits a clear cyclonic flow departure over the eastern U.S., 
implying stronger upper level convergence which suppresses the upward motion and 
precipitation. Both the W and MC have relatively small upper level wind biases, but the MC 
closure produces a cyclonic perturbation of moist transport over the Southeast U.S. greatly 
contributing to the wet biases. Third, the MC closure has the smallest biases for both upper and 
lower level wind circulation over the Central U.S., resulting in a more realistic simulation of 
summer rainfall than other closures. Results demonstrate that cumulus closures substantially 
influence the interaction of large-scale circulation and convection, and consequently cause 
regional precipitation differences.  
4.4. Effects on the U.S. summer precipitation frequency and intensity  
Figure 4.7 compares the 1993 summer frequency distribution of pointwise daily precipitation 
and relative contribution to the total amount over the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico from 
the observations, ERI reanalysis, and CWRF simulations with the ECP scheme using five 
ensemble cumulus closures respectively. We only show 1993 case because three summer cases 
exhibit similar probability distributions. The precipitation in the ERI reanalysis has a very 
narrow distribution, with much more frequent daily rainfall occurring less than 15 mm day-1, and 
almost no occurrence exceeding 30 mm day-1. All the CWRF simulations are more capable of 
capturing observed frequency distribution of daily precipitation greater than 15 mm day-1. They 
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even produce more frequent heavy rain events than observations for intensity exceeding 40 mm 
day-1.  The AS and KF closures tend to underestimate the frequency of light precipitation (<15 
mm day-1), while yield too many heavy rainfall events than other closures. The TD closure 
significantly underestimates the frequency of light to medium rainfall (<30 mm day-1), but 
generates too many heavy rain events (>40 mm day-1).  
Among these five closures, the W and MC closures more realistically predict the overall 
frequency distribution of the U.S. daily precipitation, primarily differing in the light and medium 
range. But both closures tend to slightly overestimate the frequency of heavy rainfall tail, which 
has also been shown in Wilcox and Donner (2007). They found that the precipitation frequency 
spectrum would shift toward more intense rain events if turning off the convective trigger such 
as the deep convective inhibition threshold (100 J kg-1), or removing the representation of 
mesoscale anvil stratiform clouds. Therefore, further improving the precipitation frequency 
distribution, specifically decreasing the occurrence of extreme rainfall events in the W and MC 
closures, can be made from refinements in the cumulus triggers or cloud parameterizations 
(Wilcox and Donner 2007).  
Figure 4.8 compares the frequency distribution of daily precipitation simulated by CWRF 
using the ECP scheme with the W and MC closures for all three summer cases over the three key 
regions. All the experiments consistently show that over the Central U.S., the MC closure better 
captures the frequency distributions especially for the extreme rainfall tails than the W closure, 
implying that the MC closure not only has superiority in capturing the summer mean 
precipitation and daily variability, but also in reproducing the daily rainfall frequency over the 
Central U.S. But the W and MC closures have mixed effects in predicting the observed heavy 
rainfall frequency over the other two regions. 
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Figure 4.9 compares the geographic distributions of seasonal mean precipitation, the number 
of rainy days, and the averaged rain intensity, as well as the daily rainfall 95th percentile intensity 
for 1993 summer simulated by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with the W and MC ensemble 
closures, respectively. Results further depict that the ERI hardly captures the observed heavy 
rainfall pattern with overall weak intensity over the Central U.S., while the W and MC closures 
both better reproduce the rainfall amount, the occurrence of rainy days and the averaged rain 
intensity over this region. But the MC closure generates a more reasonable distribution of the 
extreme events with more accurate regional details over the Central U.S. than the W closure 
which overpredicts the intensity of extreme events. On the other hand, the deficiency of MC 
closure in overestimating the rainy days and intensity over the NAM and Southeast U.S. can be 
greatly reduced by using the W closure.  
4.5. Effects on precipitation diurnal cycle  
The observed diurnal cycle of summer precipitation over the U.S. exhibits large regional 
differences and variations in its phase and magnitudes. It is generally characterized by late 
afternoon maxima over the western and southeastern U.S., but has a prominent nocturnal rainfall 
peaks to the east of the Rockies and the adjacent Great Plains (Dai et al. 1999; Liang et al. 2004a, 
Lee et al. 2007a, b). However, considerable regional deficiencies have been found in numerous 
modeling studies. These include the common difficulty in adequately capturing the nocturnal 
rainfall peaks over the Great Plains (Lee et al 2007a, b), a general phase bias, depending on the 
models, in the diurnal cycle of precipitation with a tendency to rain 2-5 hours earlier than 
observations over the Southeast U.S. and the NAM region (Lee et al. 2007b), and overactive 
diurnal cycle of convection manifested by the overestimated frequency and underestimated 
intensity of rainfall diurnal peaks (Dai et al. 1999). 
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Figure 4.10 shows the summer mean diurnal cycle of precipitation averaged over the three 
key regions simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with the five ensemble closures, and 
from the driving ERI, as compared with the NARR as well as the CPC (for 1993 case) and 
TRMM (for 2006 case). In 1993 summer, the NARR and CPC exhibit similar precipitation 
diurnal amplitudes and phases over the Central and Southeast U.S., but the CPC has a weaker 
nocturnal peak over the Central U.S. primarily due to its lower spatial resolution. Note that the 
CPC value for the NAM region is not given because the CPC analysis data only covers the U.S. 
without the Northern Mexico. In 2006 summer, the diurnal rainfall peaks occur somewhat earlier 
in the TRMM than NARR and exhibit larger amplitudes over all three regions. Positive biases of 
precipitation estimates from the satellite over the land have been suggested by Janowiak et al. 
(2007). The TRMM diurnal timing over the three regions is coincident with that shown by Liang 
et al. (2004a) in the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Stage-IV multi-sensor 
analysis data where the radar detection of evaporating precipitation and changing droplet size 
during storms causes an earlier peak.  
The ERI reanalysis fails in reproducing the phase of diurnal cycle, consistently producing 
unrealistic noon to early afternoon rainfall peaks over all three regions. This has also been found 
in previous studies (Yang and Slingo 2001; Trenberth et al. 2003). The CWRF using the ECP 
scheme with five ensemble closures exhibits different skills in capturing the regional diurnal 
variations. The AS, MC and KF closures all produce a diurnal cycle with the peak locked at 15 
PM over the three regions, and peak amount comparable over the Central U.S. In contrast, the 
TD closure shows superiority in producing an early morning rainfall peak over the Central U.S., 
albeit with 3 hours earlier than observations. A similar advantage was identified with the Grell 
scheme that uses a closure based on the large-scale forcing tendency (Liang et al. 2004a). The W 
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closure greatly inhibits the afternoon rainfall peaks appeared in AS, MC, and KF closures over 
the Central U.S., but yields a weaker peak in the late evening to early morning. However, all the 
closures could not accurately predict the diurnal phase over the Southeast U.S. with peaks about 
3-hour earlier than observations. One exception is for the TD closure that predicts a much 
weaker peak with about 1-3 hours lags the observations. 
Thus, the TD closure more likely depicts the primary diurnal signal over the Central U.S., but 
poorly simulates the diurnal phase over the NAM and strongly underestimates the peak amount 
over the Southeast U.S., while the KF closure qualitatively captures the diurnal timing with 
overestimated magnitudes over the NAM. These two features correspond well with the behavior 
of the Grell and Kain-Fritsch scheme, respectively (Liang et al. 2004a).  
Different vertical heating profiles of convective and stratiform precipitation can affect the 
propagation speed of mesoscale convective systems in the model (Lee et al. 2007a), and thereby 
influence the diurnal cycle pattern particularly across the Rocky Mountains to the Great Plains. 
In this regard, it is imperative to examine how CWRF partitions total precipitation into 
convective and stratiform rainfall using the ECP scheme with different cumulus closures and 
determine their relative contributions to the simulated diurnal cycle deficiencies in different 
regions. Figure 4.11 compares the 1993 summer mean diurnal variations of convective and 
resolved rainfall over three key regions simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with five 
different cumulus ensemble closures and an experiment without any CUP scheme. The TD 
closure systematically produces smaller convective but greater resolved precipitation over all the 
three regions, while the other closures generally have the opposite contributions. A similar 
smaller convective rainfall contribution is also evident in the result of Zhang (2003) in which the 
nocturnal rainfall peak over the southern Great Plains is well captured when the closure is based 
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on the tropospheric forcing. Moreover, the Grell scheme with a similar large-scale forcing 
tendency closure also produces relatively smaller convective precipitation shown in Liang et al. 
(2004b).  
Results suggest that greater resolved precipitation from the explicit microphysics schemes 
largely contributes to the nocturnal rainfall amount over the Central U.S. In a preliminary CWRF 
experiment without the CUP, the simulated nighttime rainfall peaks somewhat earlier (around 21 
LST) than that in the CWRF simulation with the ECP scheme using the TD closure (around 03-
06 LST). This suggests that over the Central U.S. the CUP is important in regulating the 
occurring time of rain peak, albeit having smaller contribution to the magnitude.  
4.6. Further refinement of the closure assumption 
Figure 4.12 summaries the summer (1993, 2003, and 2006) mean biases over three key 
regions for the CWRF sensitivity experiments using 16 subensemble closures, respectively. 
Several systematic deficiencies are identified to explain the model errors shown in the previous 
ensemble simulations. First, all AS subensemble closures consistently produce large wet biases 
over the Southeast U.S. but small biases in other two regions. The KF closure algorithms 
systematically yield excessive amounts over the NAM and Southeast U.S. but large deficits over 
the Central U.S. In contrast, the TD closure algorithms consistently underestimate the Southeast 
U.S. summer rainfall but with small biases over the Central U.S. and NAM. Second, the average 
closure assumptions, such as the vertical velocity at the cloud base (W_2) or at the updraft 
originating level (W_4) and the integrated vertical moisture convergence (MC_3), more likely 
produce smaller biases than other subensemble closures in their groups accordingly.  
It is generally agreed that ensembles of multiple models or physical configurations tend to 
have superior skill over those using a single model or physical configuration (Murphy et al. 2004; 
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Liang et al. 2007). As such, we specifically compare the three subensemble closures that all use 
averaged controlling factors including the vertical velocity at the cloud base (W_2), the moisture 
convergence (MC_3) and the large-scale forcing tendency (TD_1) with their ensembles which 
are W, MC, and TD closures, respectively. Table 4.1 clearly demonstrates that the W ensemble 
closure better reproduces the overall precipitation mean pattern and amount over the continental 
U.S. and Northern Mexico by having larger pattern correlation coefficients and smaller rms 
errors than the W_2 closure, while the MC_3 closure comparably well captures the summer 
mean pattern with the MC ensemble but improves rainfall amount simulations by producing 
smaller rms errors than the MC ensemble. Further comparison of the two optimal closures (W 
and MC_3) shows that the W ensemble closure more realistically reproduces the rainfall amount 
by having smaller rms errors than the MC_3 closure. On the other hand, the TD ensemble and its 
subensemble closures poorly capture the summer mean precipitation pattern and amount. All 
suggest that the W ensemble still has compelling advantages over others in reproducing the 
overall summer mean pattern and rainfall amount. 
Figure 4.13 compares spatial frequency distributions of pointwise correlation coefficients and 
rms error of daily precipitation between observations and simulations by CWRF using the ECP 
scheme with the W ensemble and the MC_3 subensemble closure for the 1993 and 2003 summer. 
Two closures have comparable predictive skills over the Central and NAM in contrasting climate 
regimes, but over the Southeast U.S., the W ensemble closure is more capable of capturing the 
daily variations during the dry events (1993), while the MC_3 closure better simulates the wet 
condition (2003). This suggests that although the W ensemble is superior in reproducing the 
overall U.S. summer mean pattern and rainfall amount, a better simulation of regional 
precipitation characteristics at various time scales by the ECP scheme can be achievable through 
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further intelligent optimization of its closure assumptions. For example, we can derive 
appropriate regime-specific weights for W ensemble and MC_3 closure to improve the daily 
precipitation prediction over the Southeast U.S. due to their complementary advantages for dry 
and wet climate regimes over this area. This will be the focus of future work.  
4.7. Conclusion 
This study utilizes the ECP scheme incorporated in the CWRF to examine the effects of 
cumulus closure assumptions on the continental U.S. summer precipitation prediction, regarding 
the mean pattern and amount, the daily rainfall frequency and intensity, and the diurnal variation. 
Three summers (1993, 2003, 2006) are chosen because they represent distinguished climate 
conditions over three key regions including the Central U.S., NAM and Southeast U.S. By 
implementing the CWRF using the ECP scheme with five different ensemble closures separately 
to these summer cases, several important model deficiencies and typical characteristics 
associated with these cumulus closures are identified.  
First, cumulus closure effects alone could largely explain the model sensitivity to certain 
CUPs in summer mean precipitation simulations over the continental U.S. For instance, the KF 
closure consistently produces large wet biases over the NAM and Southeast U.S. and strong 
deficit over the Central U.S., explaining the systematic errors suggested by Liang et al. (2004) 
related to the Kain-Fritsch scheme using the same closure. Conversely, the TD closure 
systematically produces large deficits over the Southeast U.S., but small biases over the Central 
U.S. and NAM region. This is also consistent with the identified biases in the Grell cumulus 
scheme that is based on a similar closure with large-scale instability tendency assumption.  
Second, cumulus closures have different impacts on the summer mean precipitation and daily 
variation over the continental U.S. with regional dependence. Among the five major closures, the 
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MC closure most realistically reproduces the summer precipitation mean and daily variability 
over the Central U.S., but overestimates the rainfall amount over the NAM and Southeast U.S. 
However, these wet biases over the latter two regions can be significantly reduced by using the 
W closure. These findings suggest that the moisture convergence plays a dominant role in 
controlling the summer precipitation pattern and daily variability over the Central U.S., but the 
low-level wind convergence and associated upward velocity is a good candidate depicting the 
primary physical process which organizes the mesoscale deep convection and precipitation over 
the NAM and Southeast U.S.  
Third, cumulus closures significantly affect the combination of daily rainfall frequency and 
intensity, depending upon the region. The AS, KF, and TD closures, buoyance-based assumption, 
generally exhibit too fewer light rain events and more frequent heavy precipitation than 
observations. Both the W and MC closures better capture the frequency distribution of heavy 
rain events over all the grids of the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico than other closure 
assumptions, but mainly differ in their predictions of light and medium intensity. A robust signal 
from all experiments is that the MC closure shows clear advantage over the Central U.S. for most 
realistically reproducing the daily rainfall frequency distribution especially for the extreme tails. 
Fourth, cumulus closures fundamentally differ in representing the interactions between the 
subgrid convection and the large-scale forcing, leading to distinct predictive skills in capturing 
the key regional diurnal variations. The AS, KF, and MC closures all fail to produce the 
nocturnal maxima over the Central U.S. and produce locked diurnal precipitation peaks at around 
15 PM LST over the three key regions. Because convection in these cumulus closures is assumed 
to strongly couple with near-surface forcing and thus tends to generate excessive convective 
precipitation at early afternoon. However, the TD closure more likely depicts the observed 
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nocturnal rainfall maximum over the Central U.S., but poorly simulates the diurnal phase over 
the NAM and strongly underestimates the peak amount over the Southeast U.S. On the other 
hand, the KF closure qualitatively captures the diurnal timing but with overestimated magnitude 
over the NAM. All the cumulus closures did not accurately predict the diurnal phase over the 
Southeast. Further improvements in the simulation of diurnal cycle may require refining critical 
triggers functions such as the convective initiation level and relaxation time scale (Lee et al. 
2007a). 
Sensitivity experiments using 16 individual closure algorithms demonstrate that cumulus 
closure algorithms have significant impacts on the continental U.S. summer precipitation 
simulation, especially over the Southeast U.S. The cumulus closures using the average vertical 
velocity at the cloud base (W_2) or at the updraft originating level (W_4), and average moisture 
convergence (MC_3) produce smaller summer mean biases than other subensemble closures in 
their groups accordingly. Detailed comparison of these subensemble algorithms with their 
corresponding ensemble closures shows that the W ensemble closure has overall superior in 
reproducing the U.S. summer mean status, although the MC_3 greatly reduces the biases in the 
MC ensemble. More importantly, the MC_3 subensemble complements the W ensemble on the 
daily variation prediction for the dry and wet events over the Southeast U.S. This implies that in 
future work, enhanced predictive skills for daily variability over different climate regimes can be 
achieved if specific weights for these closures are derived locally by yielding overall minimum 
rms errors and/or maximum temporal correlations with observations.  
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4.8. Figures and Tables 
Table 4.1 Spatial pattern correlation coefficient and rms errors between CWRF simulations 
using the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) compared to three 
subensemble closures (W_2, MC_3, TD_1) and the observations over the continental U.S. and 
Northern Mexico for 1993, 2003 and 2006 cases. 
ECP 
closures 
1993 Summer 2003 Summer 2006 Summer 
Correlation RMSE Correlation RMSE Correlation RMSE 
AS 0.60 2.07 0.72 2.84 0.64 2.62 
W 0.74 1.37 0.77 1.45 0.71 1.51 
MC 0.70 1.71 0.78 1.99 0.73 1.76 
KF 0.53 2.68 0.70 3.42 0.65 3.27 
TD 0.66 1.71 0.60 2.04 0.67 1.66 
W_2 0.72 1.43 0.69 1.71 0.62 1.70 
MC_3 0.73 1.50 0.79 1.56 0.68 1.54 
TD_1 0.67 1.69 0.59 2.07 0.63 1.70 
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Figure 4.1 The geographic distributions of observed summer mean precipitation (a, mm day-1) 
and interannual standard deviation (b, mm day-1) averaged during 1979-2009 over 
the continental U.S. and Northern Mexico. Outlined in the bottom figure are three 
key regions which are the Central U.S. (36º-43ºN, 100º -87ºW), North American 
Monsoon region (NAM, 22º -33ºN, 109º -104ºW), and the Southeast U.S. (26º -
35ºN, 85º -76º W).  
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Figure 4.2 Summer mean precipitation anomalies (mm day-1) from the 1979-2009 climatology 
averaged over the three key regions outlined in Figure 4.1. Three summer cases are 
marked by triangles.  
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Figure 4.3 Three summer (1993, 2003 and 2006) mean precipitation biases (mm day-1) 
averaged over the three key regions (Central U.S., NAM, and Southeast U.S.) 
simulated by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, 
W, MC, KF, TD) as compared to the observations.  
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Figure 4.4 Spatial frequency distributions of pointwise correlation coefficients and rms errors 
of daily rainfall variations over the entire U.S. continental grids between 
observations and the CWRF simulations using the ECP scheme with five ensemble 
closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) for three summer cases (1993, 2003, 2006).
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Figure 4.5 Spatial frequency distributions of three summers (1993, 2003, 2006) pointwise 
correlation coefficients and rms errors of daily rainfall variations over the Central 
U.S. between observations and the CWRF simulations using the ECP scheme with 
W and MC closures.  
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Figure 4.6 1993 summer mean geographic distributions of the CWRF minus NARR (as a 
proxy for observations) differences in wind (m s-1) at 200 hPa (upper panels) and 
850 hPa (middle panels) and vertically integrated moisture flux (bottom panels, kg 
m-1 s-1) comparing  between the MC, W, and TD closures.  
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Figure 4.7 Frequency distributions (in logarithm scales) of 1993 summer daily precipitation (a) 
and the relative contribution to total precipitation (b) from each unit binned 
precipitation (1mm day-1) for all grids over the continental U.S. and Northern 
Mexico as observed, and simulated by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with five 
ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) and the ERI reanalysis.  
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Figure 4.8 Frequency distributions (in logarithm scales) of daily precipitation for three summer 
cases (1993, 2003, 2006) over three key regions (Central U.S., NAM, Southeast 
U.S.) simulated by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with W and MC ensemble 
closures as compared to the observations and the ERI reanalysis.  
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Figure 4.9 The geographic distributions of 1993 summer mean precipitation (mm day-1), the 
number of rainy days (daily rainfall >1.0 mm day-1), and the averaged rain intensity 
(mm day-1) as well as the daily rainfall 95th percentile intensity (mm day-1) 
simulated by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with the W and MC ensemble 
closures as compared to the observations and ERI reanalysis.  
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Figure 4.10 Summer mean precipitation diurnal cycle (mm day-1, local solar time) averaged 
over three key regions (Central U.S., NAM and Southeast U.S.) as observed 
(NARR and CPC for 1993 case, NARR and TRMM for 2006 case) and simulated 
by the CWRF using the ECP scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, 
TD) compared to the driving ERI reanalysis.  
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Figure 4.11 1993 summer mean diurnal cycle of convective (upper panels, mm day-1) and 
stratiform precipitation (bottom panels, mm day-1) averaged over three key regions 
(Central U.S., NAM and Southeast U.S.) simulated by CWRF using the ECP 
scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) and a sensitivity 
experiment without CUP scheme (NOCUP), as compared to total observed 
precipitation (NARR/PR).  
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Figure 4.12 Three summer (1993, 2003, and 2006) mean precipitation biases (mm day-1) 
averaged over the three key regions (Central U.S., NAM, and Southeast U.S.) 
simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with 16 subensemble closures as 
compared to the observations.  
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Figure 4.13 Spatial frequency distributions of pointwise correlation coefficients and rms errors 
of daily rainfall variations over three key regions (Central U.S., NAM, and 
Southeast U.S.) between observations and the CWRF simulations using the ECP 
scheme with W ensemble and MC_3 subensemble closures for 1993 and 2003 
summer.  
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CHAPTER 5: SENSITIVITY OF CENTRAL U.S. SUMMER FLOODS PREDICTION TO 
CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION 
 
This chapter comprehensively evaluates the relative performance of CWRF using twelve 
CUP schemes in predicting the Central U.S. summer precipitation pattern, frequency distribution, 
and diurnal cycle. It is compiled from an article in preparation for submission to Journal of 
Climate titled “Evaluation of cumulus parameterization schemes in the CWRF simulations of 
summer floods over the Central United States”. This chapter presents the strength and weakness 
of individual CUP schemes, with a focus on examining their capabilities of reproducing the 
observed nocturnal rainfall peaks over the Central U.S. The description of all these CUP schemes 
incorporated in the CWRF is given in the Chapter 2. A brief introduction, model experiments 
and results are shown as follows. 
 
5.1. Introduction 
The Central United States is the world’s most productive, agriculture region. During the 
summer, heavy precipitation frequently occurs over this area and cause severe floods with 
devastating damages and considerable socioeconomic consequences (Kunkel et al. 1994). These 
extreme rainfall events have been identified with complicated physical mechanisms at different 
scales. The primarily processes include the large-scale circulation anomalies (Bell and Janowiak 
1995; Mo et al. 1997), the sub-continental moisture transport from the Great Plain low-level jet 
(Mo et al. 1997; Ting and Wang 2006), and the remote supplies from the Caribbean region 
(Dirmeyer and Kinter 2010), as well as the local effects of land surface processes with debates 
(Beljaars et al. 1996; Paegle et al. 1996; Bosilovich and Sun 1999). Therefore, summer floods 
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over the Central U.S. provide an ideal test for the evaluation of the regional climate model (RCM) 
performance. 
However, it is still a great challenge for most RCMs to make accurate predictions of 
precipitation at relatively flat region such as the Central U.S. (Takle et al. 1999; Liang et al. 
2012), especially during the summer when moist convective systems prevail (Liang et al. 2001, 
2004b). Previous studies have suggested that systematic errors still exist in the predictions of the 
Central U.S. summer rainfall and large model uncertainties are associated with the choice of 
CUP schemes, with respect to three precipitation characteristics: rainfall total amount (e.g., 
Liang et al. 2004b, 2006, 2012), daily precipitation frequency and intensity (e.g., Liang et al. 
2006), and the rainfall diurnal cycle (e.g., Dai et al. 1999; Davis et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2004a; 
Lee et al. 2007b, 2008).  
Given that the CWRF incorporates the most comprehensive list of CUPs that have been 
widely used in current GCMs and RCMs (Liang et al. 2012), therefore, this study will 
comprehensively evaluate the CWRF performance using different CUPs in predicting the 
summer floods over the Central U.S. The main objective is to identify the strength and weakness 
of individual CUP schemes in predicting the above key precipitation characteristics, with a major 
focus on their performances in simulating the nocturnal rainfall peaks over the Central U.S.  
This study later will demonstrate that the cumulus parameterization of Grell (GR) scheme 
has clear advantages over cumulus schemes in capturing this nocturnal rainfall signals. As such, 
a set of sensitivity experiments are designed to address three specific questions: 1) What is the 
important role of the GR cumulus scheme in regulating the simulated precipitation diurnal cycle 
over the Central U.S.? 2) Whether its superiority is affected by the representation of large-scale 
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microphysics? 3) What is the relative contribution of the closure assumption and critical trigger 
function for this success of the GR scheme?  
5.2. Model Experiments  
Table 5.1 lists four groups of sensitivity experiments that have been carried out in this 
research. Their different physical configurations and research objectives are illustrated as follows. 
First, twelve individual CUP schemes in the CWRF are used to conduct integrations from May 1 
to August 31 for 1993 and 2008 when both record floods occurred over the Central U.S. 
(Dirmeyer and Kinter 2010). Among the 14 CUP schemes incorporated in CWRF, only 12 
schemes are specifically evaluated in this study without including the UW and GD schemes 
because the UW scheme is utilized as a common shallow convection option and the GD scheme 
has been further modified by the G3 scheme. 
The second group compares the CWRF diurnal simulations with and without the GR CUP 
scheme, in order to examine the role of GR scheme in regulating the rainfall diurnal cycle over 
the Central U.S. To investigate the contribution from the resolved precipitation to the model 
sensitivities of total rainfall diurnal variations, additional experiments are designed using the GR 
CUP scheme but with three different cloud microphysics parameterizations, including the 
Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model (Tao et al. 2003), the New Thompson (Thompson et 
al. 2008), and the Morrison et al. (2009) scheme.  
All of them are mixed-phased schemes and represent six classes of water substances: water 
vapor, cloud water, cloud rain, cloud ice, snow and graupel/hail. First, the GCE with three-class 
ice scheme is a one-moment bulk microphysics parameterization based on Lin et al. (1983) with 
several important modifications. They include the prognostic equations for mixing ratios of 
cloud hydrometers, the options to choose either graupel (low density and high number 
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concentration) or hail (high density and low number concentration), and the instantaneous 
adjustment for saturation computation to evaluate evaporation of rain and deposition or 
sublimation of snow/graupel/hail. Second, the New Thompson scheme is greatly improved 
compared to the one-moment parameterization by including a two-moment prognostic scheme 
for cloud ice. Differing from the GCE scheme, it assumes a generalized gamma distribution for 
all species instead of purely exponential distribution. Third, the Morrison scheme is a two-
moment scheme. The prognostic variables are number concentrations and mixing ratios of six 
water species whose particle size distributions are represented as gamma distributions. 
Meanwhile, the size distribution intercept parameter of each hydrometer is specified as a 
function of predicted number concentration and mixing ratio.  
Given that the ECP scheme includes five different cumulus closure assumptions (AS, W, MC, 
KF, and TD), the third group of experiments evaluates the effects of these five closure 
assumptions on the Central U.S. diurnal cycle simulation, emphasizing on the TD closure which 
the GR CUP scheme is also built upon.  
Motivated by the study of Lee et al. (2008) in which the lifting depth trigger plays a key role 
on the realistic simulation of summer rainfall diurnal phase over the Central U.S., the fourth 
group of experiments examines the sensitivity of simulated diurnal cycle by the GR CUP scheme 
to different lifting depth triggers. The comparison between the latter two groups of experiments 
can help identify the relative importance of two main components in the GR CUP scheme such 
as the closure assumption and trigger function for the rainfall diurnal cycle simulation over the 
Central U.S. 
5.3. Results 
5.3.1. Summer mean precipitation amount and pattern 
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The following comparisons are made on the main flooding periods of 1993 JJA (June-August) 
and 2008MJJ (May-July). The outcome will systematically depict the model sensitivity to the 
convective parameterization. Figure 5.1 shows the geographic distributions of observed and 
simulated 1993 summer mean precipitation by CWRF using 12 different CUP schemes including 
the ECP, G3, BMJ, ZML, NKF, TDK, GR, MIT, GFDL, SAS, NSAS and CSU (references in 
Chapter 2). Several model deficiencies can be identified in major rainfall areas. First, all CUP 
schemes produce a heavy rainfall center over the Central U.S. but large discrepancies exist in the 
simulated rainfall amounts. The ECP, G3, and ZML show clear advantages over other schemes 
in reproducing the floods location and amount. However, several CUP schemes that are often 
used in major GCMs, such as the TDK, MIT, GFDL and CSU, systematically underestimate the 
summer rainfall amount over the Central U.S. This suggests that further refinements are required 
to account for the scale dependence of CUP in weather prediction and climate simulation. 
Second, three schemes such as the G3, ZML, and NKF tend to produce widespread large wet 
biases along the U.S. Atlantic Coast. In particular, the ZML significantly overestimates the 
summer mean precipitation over the entire U.S. East plus South coastal oceans. The ECP scheme 
is developed from the G3 scheme, but more realistically simulates the rainfall pattern and 
intensity along the U.S. Atlantic Coast than the G3 scheme. The possible reason is that the ECP 
only adopts the cloud-base vertical velocity closure rather than ensemble closures in the G3 
scheme discussed in Chapter 4. On the other hand, the ZML and NKF both based on the total 
instability adjustment closure assumption generally yield excessive coastal ocean rainfall, 
consistent with previous finding of Liang et al. (2004b) that the parameterization of Kain and 
Fritsch (1993) with the same closure generated large wet bias along the U.S. coastal oceans.  
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Figure 5.2 summarizes the CWRF simulated mean rainfall biases compared to the 
observations averaged over the Central U.S. (a) and the U.S. Atlantic Coast and Gulf of Mexico 
(b) for 1993 JJA and 2008 MJJ by using 12 different CUP schemes. Combined with the mean 
bias statistics in Table 5.2, it clearly shows that predictive skills of the CUP schemes with respect 
to the summer mean precipitation amount and pattern are strongly dependent upon climate 
regimes. For instance, three schemes including the ECP, G3 and ZML produce relatively smaller 
mean biases over the Central U.S. than other schemes. However, the ECP greatly reduces the wet 
biases in the G3 scheme over the U.S. coastal ocean. Although the ZML generates the most 
realistic rainfall amounts over the Central U.S., it has the worst performance in predicting the 
U.S. overall pattern distribution due to the large wet biases over the North American Monsoon 
region and Southeast U.S. along with the U.S. coastal oceans.  
In contrast, the BMJ, GR, MIT and NSAS show advantages over others in simulating the 
general pattern of summer mean precipitation in the entire continental U.S. (shown in Table 5.2), 
but they tend to have large deficits over the Central U.S. Due to the complementary regime-
dependences of these seven schemes (ECP, G3, ZML, BMJ, GR, MIT, NSAS), the following 
study will focus on the evaluation of their relative performances in predicting the daily rainfall 
frequency distribution and diurnal cycle over the Central U.S.  
5.3.2. Daily precipitation variation and frequency distribution 
Figure 5.3 compares the model simulated daily rainfall variations averaged over the Central 
U.S. with the observations for the 1993 and 2008 cases in Taylor diagrams by depicting three 
important statistics: temporal correlation, normalized standard deviation, and rms errors. The 
plotted values in the diagrams are also listed in Table 5.2. The ECP scheme produces the 
highest temporal correlations and smallest rms differences for both cases, indicating its superior 
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in reproducing the daily rainfall variations over the Central U.S. Although the G3 and NSAS 
schemes both well capture the temporal variation, the former generates relatively larger rms 
errors than the ECP scheme and the latter significantly underestimates the amplitude of daily 
variability. On the other hand, the ZML scheme poorly simulates the daily rainfall variation, 
albeit with the smallest mean biases over the Central U.S.  
Figure 5.4 compares the frequency distributions of 1993 summer daily precipitation and 
relative contributions to the total amount over the Central U.S. between the observations, the 
ERI reanalysis, and CWRF simulations with the aforementioned seven CUP schemes. Here, we 
only show 1993 case because the 2008 case exhibits the similar characteristics of daily rainfall 
probability distributions. The ERI systematically overpredicts the frequency of light rainfall 
events less than 10 mm day-1, but significantly underestimates the frequency and intensity of 
extreme events with daily rainfall exceeding 35 mm day-1. The seven CUP schemes can be 
roughly divided into two categories according to their daily rainfall frequency prediction. One 
group includes the ECP, G3, and ZML schemes. These three more realistically reproduce the 
overall frequency distribution by greatly reducing the ERI deficiency in predicting the heavy 
rainfall occurrence. Among them, the ECP scheme accurately predicts the relative contribution 
of daily rainfall intensity within the medium range (10-30 mm day-1) than the other two 
schemes. On the other hand, another group including the GR, MIT, NSAS and BMJ schemes 
generally underestimates the frequency of heavy rainfall events and overestimates the 
contributions from the light (GR and MIT) to medium (NSAS and BMJ) events.  
5.3.3. Precipitation diurnal cycle 
Figure 5.5 compares the summer mean precipitation diurnal cycles for both 1993 and 2008 
cases averaged over the Central U.S. simulated by CWRF using the seven CUP schemes in 
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comparison with the NARR as observations. Following Liang et al. (2004b), the 3-hourly data 
from both the NARR and CWRF simulations are interpolated into hourly values by utilizing 
spline fit method. To enhance the compatibility between observations and model results 
regarding the amplitude and phase of diurnal variations, the hourly rainfall amounts at each grid 
are normalized by a division of its daily mean values. The observed diurnal cycles for both cases 
exhibit a daytime minimum and a nighttime maximum but slightly differ in amplitudes and 
phases. For instance, the 1993 observed summer mean diurnal cycle exhibits a larger amplitude 
compared to the 2008 case, and the nocturnal rainfall peak occurs in the early morning at around 
3-6 AM LST which is several hours later than that in the 2008 case. 
For the two groups classified by the prediction of daily rainfall frequency distributions, the 
diurnal cycle simulated by the seven CUP schemes are compared accordingly. The first group 
including the ECP, G3 and ZML schemes systematically generates a diurnal cycle with the peak 
locked at 15-18 PM LST, all failing to capture the observed nocturnal rainfall maxima. In the 
second group, the MIT and BMJ schemes unfaithfully simulate rainfall maxima at early to late 
afternoon, but the GR and NSAS schemes show capabilities of capturing the diurnal timing. This 
is in good agreement with previous findings by Liang et al. (2004a) and Lee et al. (2008). 
However, the NSAS scheme in CWRF largely underestimates the nocturnal rainfall peak 
amounts for both cases and has a tendency to rain slightly earlier than observations particularly 
in 1993 summer. The most encouraging finding is that the GR scheme most realistically 
reproduces the diurnal amplitude and phase among these popular schemes. As such, the 
following study attempts to explore the role of CUP in regulating the rainfall diurnal cycle 
simulations over the Central U.S. by focusing on the GR scheme. 
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Figure 5.6 compares the 1993 summer mean rainfall diurnal cycles over the Central U.S. 
from the NARR and the CWRF simulations using the GCE microphysical scheme with (GR-
GCE) or without GR (NoCUP-GCE) scheme. To examine the sensitivity of diurnal cycle 
simulations to the large-scale resolved precipitation, two additional experiments are also 
conducted by using the cumulus parameterization of GR scheme but with different microphysics 
schemes including the New Thompson and Morrison scheme. When cumulus parameterization is 
excluded, the CWRF only with the GCE microphysics scheme tends to produce a much stronger 
rainfall peak in the late evening at around 21 PM LST which is 6 hours earlier than the 
observation. This earlier rainfall peak can be attributed to that microphysics scheme over the 
Central U.S. is more responsive to the large-scale dynamic forcing such as the Great Plain low-
level jet whose strongest intensity generally leads the rainfall maxima for several hours (Liang et 
al. 2001; Lee et al. 2007a). By adding the GR cumulus scheme, the late evening peak amount in 
the NoCUP-GCE experiment is substantially reduced and the rainfall maximum is delayed to 
occur at the early morning around 03-06 AM LST in better agreement with the observation. This 
improvement indicates that the cumulus parameterization plays an essential role in regulating the 
simulation of the Central U.S. precipitation diurnal cycle. 
Three experiments using the GR CUP scheme but with different microphysics schemes all 
well predict the diurnal timing, but differ in diurnal amplitudes and rainfall magnitudes. 
Compared to the GCE scheme, the New Thompson and Morrison schemes both produce weaker 
amplitudes and the latter scheme tends to predict a much smaller nocturnal rainfall peak. This 
clearly shows that the large-scale precipitation primarily contributes to the rainfall peak amount 
and diurnal amplitude but hardly affects the diurnal phase. On the other hand, the CWRF 
simulated diurnal timing using the GR cumulus scheme is insensitive to the choice of 
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microphysics schemes, implying that the GR scheme has intrinsic advantages over other CUP 
schemes in representing the physical mechanisms that control the Central U.S. precipitation 
diurnal variation. 
Figure 5.7 shows the 1993 summer mean precipitation diurnal cycles averaged over the 
Central U.S. simulated by CWRF using the ECP scheme with five different closures (AS, W, 
MC, KF, TD) compared to the simulation without cumulus parameterization, as well as the 
NARR observation. Results show that the ECP with the AS, MC or KF closure assumption 
generally fails in capturing the nighttime rainfall peaks, but tends to produce a diurnal cycle with 
rainfall peak locked at 15PM LST over the Central U.S. These failures have been identified in 
the cumulus parameterization of BMJ, controlled version of ECP and ZML scheme which uses 
the above three closures respectively. However, when the TD closure is applied in the ECP 
scheme, it significantly improves the diurnal cycle simulation by generating a rainfall peak at the 
early morning with intensified intensity compared to other closures. Also, the ECP with the TD 
closure shifts the rainfall peak from the late evening in the simulation without CUP to around 
03AM LST, albeit with 3-hour phase error. It corresponds well with the behavior of the GR 
scheme which uses the same instability tendency closure assumption (Liang et al. 2004a). 
In addition to the cumulus closure assumption, certain trigger function has also been 
suggested to affect the realistic simulation of diurnal phase over the Central U.S. For instance, 
Lee et al. (2008) showed that the lifting depth trigger plays a key role in simulating the nocturnal 
rainfall peak in the SAS scheme by defining the distance between the cloud base and convective 
starting level must be less than 150 hPa. Figure 5.8 compares the 1993 summer mean diurnal 
cycles simulated by CWRF using the GR cumulus scheme but with three lifting depth triggers 
including 25, 50 (control) and 150 hPa. It shows that shallower depth (25 hPa) generally tends to 
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suppress the convection because the condition to active the convection is difficult to meet if the 
ambient air is quite dry and the level of free convection forms in much higher altitudes. In 
contrast, as the lifting depth trigger is increased to 150 hPa, daytime convection especially during 
the early afternoon is significantly enhanced because the threshold depth is so large that more 
deep convection can be triggered even at the presence of strong convective inhibition energy. As 
such, the lifting depth trigger in the GR scheme primarily suppresses the daytime convection, 
thereby affecting the Central U.S. diurnal cycle simulation. 
5.4. Conclusions 
The CUP schemes in this study include 6 original WRF schemes (BMJ, NKF, SAS, NSAS, 
TDK, G3) and 6 new schemes (ECP, ZML, CSU, GFDL, MIT, GR) that have been widely used 
in GCMs or RCMs. All of them are implemented as deep convection schemes and combined 
with the UW shallow convection in order to provide a consistent evaluation for the moist 
cumulus parameterization. Sensitivity experiments using the CWRF with these 12 CUP schemes 
are carried out for 1993 and 2008 summer when both record floods occurred over the Central 
U.S.  
Results show that these widely-used CUP schemes have distinctive skills in predicting the 
U.S. summer mean precipitation characteristics, with strong regional dependence. The seven 
CUP schemes are identified with complementary regime dependences in the prediction of 
summer rainfall patterns and amounts. One group including the ECP, G3 and ZML schemes 
shows advantages over other schemes in reproducing the Central U.S. flood locations and 
amounts, but has large model disparities in other U.S. regions and the adjacent coastal oceans. 
Particularly, the ECP scheme well reproduces the Central U.S. floods and greatly reduces the wet 
biases in the G3 and ZML schemes along the U.S. coastal oceans. The second group including 
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the BMJ, GR, MIT and NSAS schemes is superior in simulating the general pattern of U.S. 
summer precipitation, but tends to produce large dry biases over the Central U.S. 
Further comparison of daily rainfall statistics shows that the CUP schemes significantly 
affect the CWRF predictions of the Central U.S. summer daily precipitation variation and 
frequency distributions. The ECP scheme most realistically reproduces regional mean daily 
rainfall variation and the overall frequency distributions. It not only greatly reduces the 
deficiency of ERI reanalysis by better capturing the occurrence of heavy rainfall events, but also 
more accurately predicts the contributions from daily precipitation in medium intensity than the 
G3 and ZML schemes.  
Most CUP schemes fail to reproduce the observed nocturnal rainfall maxima over the Central 
U.S. An encouraging finding is that the GR scheme is superior in reproducing the Central U.S. 
diurnal amplitude and phase, though it slightly underestimates the rainfall peak amount. When 
there is no CUP implemented in the CWRF, the large-scale microphysical schemes tend to have 
stronger but much earlier rainfall peaks, while the inclusion of GR scheme effectively regulates 
the diurnal phase by postponing the rainfall peak from late evening to early morning in a better 
agreement with observations. The diurnal timing simulated by the GR scheme is insensitive to 
the choice of microphysics schemes, implying that large-scale precipitation primarily contributes 
to the rainfall peak amount and the diurnal amplitude but hardly affects the diurnal phase.  
Replacing the moisture convergence closure in the ECP scheme with the instability tendency 
closure used in the GR scheme greatly improves the ECP simulated diurnal cycle by generating a 
nocturnal rainfall peak. This suggests that the advantage of the GR scheme is primarily due to its 
closure assumption in which the convection is determined by the instability tendency. In addition, 
the lifting depth trigger in the GR cumulus scheme also affects the Central U.S. diurnal cycle 
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simulation by mainly suppressing the daytime convection, consistent with the study by Lee et al. 
(2008). Given the importance of instability tendency closure in reproducing the Central U.S. 
rainfall diurnal phase and amplitude, more efforts in the future will be made to incorporate the 
instability tendency assumption as a trigger function in the ECP scheme with the moisture 
convergence closure for improving its diurnal cycle simulation over the Central U.S.  
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5.5. Figures and Tables 
Table 5.1 Summary of four groups of sensitivity experiments conducted by CWRF with 
different cumulus and microphysics configurations. 
Run Integration time Deep CUP Microphysics  
CUP 
tests 
1993 May 1- August 31 
2008 May 1- August 31
12 CUPs 
[ECP, G3, BMJ, ZML, NKF, 
TDK, GR, MIT, GFDL, SAS, 
NSAS, CSU] 
GCE 
MP 
tests 1993 May 1- August 31
No CUP GCE 
Grell 
GCE 
New Thompson 
Morrison  
Closure 
tests 1993 May 1- August 31
ECP [AS, W, MC, KF, TD 
closures] GCE 
Trigger 
tests 1993 May 1- August 31
Grell [three lifting depth 
triggers] GCE 
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Table 5.2 CWRF simulated rainfall statistics for 1993 JJA (June-August) and 2008 MJJ (May-
July) by using 12 different cumulus parameterization schemes. 
CUPs 
 
 
Bias (%) 
[Central U.S.] 
Pattern 
correlation 
[U.S.] 
RMS errors 
[U.S.] 
Daily rainfall 
correlation 
[Central U.S.] 
Normalized 
variances 
[Central U.S.] 
1993 2008 1993 2008 1993 2008 1993 2008 1993 2008 
ECP -2.4 13.7 0.69 0.74 1.70 1.77 0.65 0.65 1.11 1.16 
G3 7.1 -11.3 0.71 0.72 1.57 1.28 0.65 0.60 1.29 1.01 
BMJ -21.9 -43.5 0.71 0.67 1.35 1.25 0.58 0.52 0.89 0.51 
ZML -1.6 -2.7 0.41 0.54 2.91 2.45 0.59 0.50 1.23 0.82 
NKF -28.6 -18.1 0.59 0.67 1.96 1.42 0.50 0.54 0.99 1.00 
TDK -28.4 -49.0 0.64 0.60 1.64 1.45 0.44 0.48 1.25 0.74 
GR -8.1 -25.2 0.72 0.71 1.38 1.17 0.43 0.53 1.33 0.85 
MIT -5.8 -19.5 0.68 0.69 1.46 1.28 0.51 0.47 1.10 0.96 
GFDL -34.6 -47.6 0.61 0.62 1.76 1.43 0.39 0.48 1.06 0.66 
SAS -49.8 -49.1 0.61 0.65 1.63 1.33 0.39 0.48 0.56 0.68 
NSAS -30.7 -34.1 0.69 0.69 1.31 1.15 0.62 0.61 0.73 0.58 
CSU -43.8 -47.5 0.54 0.61 1.92 1.44 0.43 0.51 0.76 0.69 
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Figure 5.1 The geographic distributions of observed and simulated 1993 summer mean 
precipitation by the CWRF using 12 different cumulus parameterization schemes 
including the ECP, G3, BMJ, ZML, NKF, TDK, GR, MIT, GFDL, SAS, NSAS and 
CSU. Outlined in the first figure is the Central U.S. in focus (36º-43ºN, 100º -
87ºW).  
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Figure 5.2 The mean precipitation biases simulated by the CWRF using the 12 different 
cumulus schemes from the observations averaged over the Central U.S. (a) and the 
U.S. Atlantic Coast and Gulf of Mexico (b) for 1993 June-August and 2008 May-
July.  
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Figure 5.3 Taylor diagram showing the model performance of simulated 1993 JJA (June-
August) and 2008 MJJ (May-July) daily precipitation variability averaged over the 
Central U.S. by using 12 different cumulus parameterization schemes, in terms of 
the normalized standard deviation of the modeled daily means (proportional to the 
distance from the origin), the rms difference between the simulated and observed 
daily means (proportional to the distance from the REF point), and the temporal 
correlation between the simulated and observed daily means (cosine values of the 
angle of model point from the horizontal axis).  
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Figure 5.4 Frequency distributions (a, b, in logarithm scales) of 1993 summer daily 
precipitation and the relative contribution to total amount (c, d) from each unit 
binned precipitation (1mm day-1) for all grids over the Central U.S. as observed 
(OBS), and simulated by the CWRF using seven different cumulus schemes (ECP, 
G3, ZML, GR, MIT, NSAS, BMJ).  
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Figure 5.5 Mean diurnal evolution (relative to local solar time) of hourly (mm day-1, upper 
panels) and normalized hourly rainfall (bottom panels) averaged over the Central 
U.S. for 1993 JJA (June-August) and 2008 MJJ (May- July) simulated by the 
CWRF using seven different cumulus schemes (ECP, G3, ZML, GR, MIT, NSAS, 
BMJ) compared with the NARR.  
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Figure 5.6 1993 summer mean diurnal evolution (relative to local solar time) of (mm day-1) 
rainfall averaged over the Central U.S. simulated by the CWRF using the Grell 
cumulus scheme with three different microphysics including the Goddard Cumulus 
Ensemble (GR-GCE), the New Thompson (GR-Thompson) and the Morrison (GR-
Morrison) schemes, as compared to the simulation without the Grell cumulus 
scheme (NoCUP-GCE) and the NARR as observation.  
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Figure 5.7 1993 summer mean precipitation diurnal cycle (mm day-1, local solar time) 
averaged over the Central U.S. as observed (NARR) and simulated by the CWRF 
using the ECP scheme with five different closures (AS, W, MC, KF, TD) compared 
to the simulation without cumulus parameterization (NoCUP).  
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Figure 5.8 1993 summer mean precipitation diurnal cycle (mm day-1, local solar time) 
averaged over the Central U.S. as observed (NARR) and simulated by the CWRF 
using the Grell cumulus scheme with three different lifting depth triggers including 
25 hPa, 50 hPa (CTL, control) and 150 hPa.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1. Conclusions 
This research aims to improve the CWRF summer precipitation prediction over the 
continental U.S and adjacent coastal oceans that distinguishes three key characteristics: 
geographic variation of total/mean amount, precipitation frequency and intensity, and rainfall 
diurnal cycle. The focus is to systematically evaluate the effects of cumulus closure assumption, 
which is the core problem of current cumulus parameterizations. 
This is facilitated by utilizing the ECP scheme incorporated in the CWRF. This scheme is 
built upon the parameterization framework of the G3 scheme but with numerous improvements. 
It includes five major cumulus closure assumptions with 16 different algorithms that consider the 
large-scale forcing perturbations from the surrounding nine grid points, while the G3 scheme 
contains four types of closures by removing the Quasi-Equilibrium assumption. Another 
important improvement is that the ECP scheme adds relative weights for those closures and 
considers regional dependence between land and oceans. Briefly, the five major closure 
assumptions are: 1) the AS closure assumes an instantaneous equilibrium between the large scale 
forcing and the convection by relaxing the cloud work function toward a climatological value, 2) 
the W closure assumes that net cloud base mass flux is determined by environmental mass flux 
averaged from the surrounding nine points at lower tropospheric levels, 3) the MC closure 
assumes convection develops to balance the column integrated moisture convergence, 4) the KF 
closure assumes the convection simply removes the total instability within a specified convective 
time scale, 5) the TD closure determines the convection by the increase rate of instability.  
A series of CWRF simulations using the ECP scheme with these different cumulus closures 
are conducted over the continental U.S. and adjacent oceans separately. Results reveal the 
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characteristic behavior of individual closure assumptions over different regimes at various time 
scales (seasonal, daily and diurnal). The outcome of this study not only helps explain the major 
precipitation modeling deficiencies and uncertainties in parameterizing the effects of cumulus 
convection, but also establishes the basis for further optimization of the ECP scheme if 
appropriate localized weights can be derived for certain optimal closures that complementarily 
capture the observed signals. 
This research further compares the performance of CWRF using the ECP scheme and the 
other 11 CUP schemes in predicting the Central U.S. summer floods. It will greatly benefit the 
further improvement of the ECP scheme by adopting the advantages of other schemes, such as 
the GR scheme in capturing the Central U.S. nocturnal rainfall maxima. The major conclusions 
of this thesis are summarized below with future work proposed.  
6.1.1. Effects on summer precipitation prediction over the U.S. coastal oceans 
This study evaluates CWRF’s ability to simulate the summer precipitation variations over the 
U.S. coastal oceans, focusing on the effects of cumulus parameterization closure assumptions 
regarding three key precipitation characteristics. The CWRF integrations utilizing the ECP 
scheme with five ensemble closures (AS, W, MC, KF, and TD) are performed for three summers 
(2008, 2003, 1999) when abnormally heavy rainfall occurred over the key coastal ocean areas: 
the north and south portion of U.S. Atlantic Coast and the Gulf of Mexico.  
Results show that none of the five ensemble closures can fully represent all the observed 
precipitation features. The AS, KF, and MC closures overpredict the occurrence of rainy days 
and more likely produce widespread large wet biases along the entire coastal oceans. The W 
closure better captures the major rainband along the U.S. Atlantic Coast, but overestimates the 
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rainy days and total amounts further east. On the other hand, the TD closure is most capable of 
capturing the diurnal phases but systematically underestimates the rainfall amount. 
Further experiments using the ECP scheme with 16 subensemble closure algorithms show 
that the algorithms based on the average vertical velocity at cloud base (W_2) and moisture 
convergence (MC_3) complementarily reproduce the observed precipitation pattern and amount, 
and perform better than other closures in capturing the frequency of heavy rainfall events. For 
the diurnal cycle, the instability tendencies closures are superior in capturing the rainfall diurnal 
phase but with much larger deficits. All of these findings suggest that the vertical velocity at 
cloud base and the moisture convergence are the primary factors controlling precipitation 
seasonal mean and daily variation, while the instability tendency plays a more critical role in 
regulating the diurnal phase. Our findings are supported by previous studies that have suggested 
the large-scale ascent as an important dynamical control of precipitation occurrence in the 
Tropics (Barlow et al. 1998) and the moisture flux convergence as a significant contributor to 
U.S. daily precipitation variations (Becker et al. 2009). 
The large disparities of model biases among various cumulus closures directly arise from 
their formulations in computing the cloud base mass flux. The ECP closures can be categorized 
as two major groups that differ in cloud base mass flux magnitude. One group with larger 
magnitude encompasses all the closure algorithms that generally produce excessive precipitation, 
while the other group that systematically has smaller cloud base mass flux tends to generate 
precipitation deficits.  
Cumulus closures affect the coastal ocean precipitation simulation mainly through their 
impacts on the atmospheric instability and wind structures. In particular, the W_2 generates a 
narrow band of upward motion, CAPE tongue and convective precipitation, but the MC_3 
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produces a widespread distribution of stronger upward motion and convective precipitation 
associated with a wide CAPE tongue. It explains why the W_2 most realistically captures the 
spatial distribution of major rainband but with insufficient amount, while the MC_3 improves the 
precipitation amount but with unrealistically widespread pattern.  
6.1.2. Effects on summer precipitation prediction over the continental U.S. 
This study utilizes the ECP scheme incorporated in the CWRF model to evaluate the effects 
of cumulus closure assumptions on the continental U.S. summer precipitation prediction. The 
evaluation is concentrated on three key regions including the Central U.S., the NAM, and the 
Southeast U.S. where the summer rainfall exhibits large interannual variability and is highly 
sensitive to the cumulus parameterization. Three summers (1993, 2003, 2006) are chosen 
because they represent distinguished hydrological climate conditions over the above three key 
regions. By implementing the CWRF integrations using the ECP scheme with five different 
ensemble closures separately to these summer cases, several important model deficiencies and 
typical characteristics associated with these cumulus closures are identified.  
First, cumulus closure effects alone could largely explain the model sensitivity to certain 
CUPs in summer mean precipitation simulations over the continental U.S. For instance, the KF 
closure consistently produces large wet biases over the NAM and Southeast U.S. and strong 
deficit over the Central U.S., explaining the systematic errors suggested by Liang et al. (2004) 
related to the Kain-Fritsch scheme using the same closure. Conversely, the TD closure 
systematically has large deficits over the Southeast U.S., but small biases over the Central U.S. 
and NAM. This is also consistent with the biases in the CMM5 simulation using the Grell 
cumulus scheme that is based on a similar closure with the instability tendency assumption.  
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Second, cumulus closures have different impacts on the summer mean precipitation and daily 
variation over the continental U.S., depending upon the climate regimes. The MC closure most 
realistically reproduces the summer precipitation mean and daily variability over the Central U.S., 
but overestimates the rainfall amount over the NAM and Southeast U.S. However, these wet 
biases over the latter two regions can be significantly reduced by using the W closure. These 
results suggest that the moisture convergence primarily controls the Central U.S. summer 
precipitation pattern and daily variability, but the low-level wind convergence and associated 
upward velocity is a good candidate depicting the major physical process which organizes the 
mesoscale deep convection and precipitation over the NAM and Southeast U.S.  
Third, cumulus closures significantly affect the combination of daily rainfall frequency and 
intensity, depending upon the region. Both the W and MC closures have advantages over others 
in capturing the frequency distribution of heavy rain events over the continental U.S. and 
Northern Mexico, but mainly differ in their predictions from the light and medium rainfall events. 
A robust signal is that the MC closure shows clear superiority in reproducing the Central U.S. 
daily rainfall frequency distributions. 
Fourth, cumulus closures fundamentally differ in representing the interactions between the 
subgrid convection and the large-scale forcing, leading to distinct predictive skills in capturing 
the key regional diurnal variations. The AS, KF, and MC closures all fail to produce the 
nocturnal maxima over the Central U.S. and produce locked diurnal precipitation peaks at around 
15 PM LST over the three key regions. However, the TD closure more likely depicts the 
observed nocturnal rainfall maximum over the Central U.S., but poorly simulates the diurnal 
phase over the NAM and strongly underestimates the rainfall peak amount over the Southeast 
U.S., while the KF closure qualitatively captures the diurnal timing but overestimates the peak 
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magnitude over the NAM. All the cumulus closures did not accurately predict the diurnal phase 
over the Southeast U.S. Further improvements in the simulation of diurnal cycle may require 
refining critical triggers functions such as the convective initiation level and the relaxation time 
scale.  
Detailed comparison of the 16 subensemble algorithms with their corresponding ensemble 
closures shows that the W ensemble closure has overall superior in reproducing the U.S. summer 
mean status, although the averaged moisture convergence (MC_3) greatly reduces the biases in 
the MC ensemble. The MC_3 subensemble complements the W ensemble on the daily variation 
prediction for the dry and wet events over the Southeast U.S. This implies that in future work, 
enhanced predictive skills for daily variability over different climate regimes can be achieved if 
specific localized weights for these closures are derived.  
6.1.3. Sensitivity of Central U.S. summer floods prediction to cumulus parameterization 
This study comprehensively evaluates the CWRF performance using 12 popular CUP 
schemes in predicting the summer precipitation over the Central U.S. In particular, the moisture 
convergence and the averaged cloud-base vertical velocity closure assumptions are separately 
applied in the ECP over land and oceans. Those two closures are identified with advantages over 
other closures by previous sensitivity experiments in predicting the Central U.S. summer rainfall 
and coastal oceans, respectively.  
Results show that these CUP schemes have distinctive skills in predicting the U.S. summer 
mean precipitation distribution, with strong regional dependence. The seven CUP schemes are 
identified with complementary regime dependences in the prediction of summer rainfall pattern 
and amount. One group including the ECP, G3, and ZML schemes tends to have advantages over 
others in reproducing the Central U.S. floods location and amount, but with large model 
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disparities in other U.S. regions and adjacent coastal oceans. Particularly, the ECP scheme most 
realistically reproduces the Central U.S. floods and greatly reduces the wet biases in the G3 and 
ZML schemes along the U.S. coastal oceans. The second group including the BMJ, GR, MIT and 
NSAS schemes shows superiority in simulating the general pattern of U.S. summer precipitation, 
but tends to produce large dry biases over the Central U.S. Further comparison of daily rainfall 
statistics shows that the CUP schemes significantly affect the CWRF prediction of the Central 
U.S. summer daily precipitation variation and frequency distributions. The ECP most 
realistically reproduces the regional mean daily variation and the overall frequency distribution 
of daily precipitation.  
Most CUP schemes fail to reproduce the observed nocturnal rainfall maxima over the Central 
U.S. An encouraging finding is that the GR scheme is superior in reproducing the Central U.S. 
diurnal amplitudes and phases. The large-scale precipitation tends to have stronger but much 
earlier rainfall peaks, while the inclusion of GR scheme effectively regulates the diurnal phase 
by postponing the rainfall peak from late evening to early morning in a better alignment with 
observations. The diurnal timing simulated by the GR scheme is insensitive to the choice of 
microphysics schemes, implying that large-scale resolved precipitation primarily contributes to 
the rainfall peak amount and the diurnal amplitude but hardly affects the diurnal phase.  
Replacing the moisture convergence closure in the ECP scheme with the instability tendency 
closure that is also used in the GR scheme greatly improves the ECP simulated diurnal cycle by 
generating a nocturnal rainfall peak. This suggests that the advantage of the GR scheme is 
primarily due to its closure assumption in which the convection is determined by the instability 
tendency. In addition, the lifting depth trigger in the GR cumulus scheme also affects the Central 
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U.S. diurnal cycle simulation by mainly suppressing the daytime convection, consistent with the 
study by Lee et al. (2008).  
6.2. Future work 
This research explicitly illustrates the regime dependence of the ECP cumulus closure 
assumptions in predicting summer precipitation variations at different time scales over the U.S. 
land and coastal oceans. Although several closures have been identified to have advantages or 
complementary effects over others in realistically predicting certain observed precipitation 
feature(s) in specific region(s), it is still a challenge for CWRF with the ECP scheme to fully 
capture all the observed precipitation features. Future work will attempt to enhance the predictive 
skills of the ECP scheme by developing an optimized ensemble method for closures or by 
refining other physical processes such as convective triggers, entrainment/detrainment, and 
shallow cumulus convection. 
First, the ECP scheme can be further optimized by deriving specific weights for the optimal 
closures that have been identified from this research for a more realistic prediction of overall 
summer mean rainfall distribution. For instance, the closures based on the average vertical 
velocity at cloud-base (W_2) and moisture convergence (MC_3) complementarily capture the 
U.S. coastal ocean rainfall patterns and amounts. On the other hand, the moisture convergence 
(MC) closure realistically reproduces the Central U.S. summer rainfall pattern and amount, but 
generates wet biases over the NAM and Southeast U.S., which can be greatly reduced by using 
the ensemble cloud-base vertical velocity (W) closure. In Liang et al. (2007), an optimal 
ensemble based on two CUP schemes that are strongly complementary in simulating certain 
observed signals can produce a more skillful result overall regarding the interannual anomaly 
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and climate mean precipitation. Therefore, the complementary advantages of these four closures 
provide an opportunity to develop an optimized ensemble method that incorporates varying 
weights to account for their regional differences. 
Second, the instability tendency assumption can be added as an additional trigger function in 
the ECP scheme to improve the prediction of daily precipitation frequency distribution and 
diurnal phase over the U.S. coastal oceans. The W_2 and MC_3 closures both overpredict the 
total number of rainy days and produce earlier rainfall peaks compared to TRMM observations, 
despite the fairly realistic pattern and amount of summer mean precipitation. However, the 
averaged instability tendency closure generates much fewer rainy days and better reproduces the 
diurnal phase. By including this assumption, it is likely to inhibit the convection occurrence, 
leading to improvements in precipitation predictions in terms of frequency distributions and 
diurnal cycles.  
Third, the ECP simulation of summer rainfall diurnal cycle over several key regions in the 
continental U.S. warrants further investigation. This research has suggested that the instability 
tendency closure in the GR scheme plays a dominant role in regulating the Central U.S. rainfall 
diurnal variation. Xie et al. (2004) also implemented a convective trigger function that utilizes 
this assumption to effectively reduce the frequent occurrence of daytime convection. As such, 
more efforts in the future will be made to incorporate the instability tendency assumption as 
trigger function in the ECP scheme over the land in order to improve its diurnal cycle simulation. 
But all the cumulus closures could not accurately predict the diurnal phase over the Southeast 
U.S. Future studies will examine whether other CUP schemes are superior in realistically 
reproducing the afternoon rainfall peaks over this region, and thereby improve the ECP scheme 
by including the corresponding mechanisms. 
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Fourth, this research focuses on examining the deep cumulus closure effects. However, it is 
also imperative to examine the effects of entrainment/detrainment rate or shallow convection on 
the precipitation prediction. Previous studies have suggested that the enhanced entrainment rate 
tends to increase convective plume dilution and prolongs the development of deep convection, 
resulting in reduced convective precipitation and delayed rainfall maxima (Tiedtke 1989; 
Bechtold et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2007). Such effects can be studied by conducting sensitivity 
experiments using the ECP scheme with various entrainment rates. Furthermore, the shallow 
convection can regulate the morning development of PBL and thus may act as a precondition 
that prevents deep cumulus from occurring too often or too early (Wang et al. 2007). This may 
affect either precipitation frequency or diurnal cycle over the land or oceans. 
It is notable that the difficulties in accurately predicting the precipitation diurnal cycle 
regarding both the phase and magnitude could also be caused by the deficiencies in other related 
physical processes, such as land or ocean surface, the planetary boundary layer, and 
microphysics. Dai and Trenberth (2004) have suggested that many of the diurnal variations 
associated with the above processes could not be realistically captured by current GCMs, 
implying that improvements of diurnal cycle simulation also require a better understanding and 
representation of the interactions between these physical processes.  
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